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INmOllJCTION 
The strawberry �eaf' rollers are small �eaf'-feeding �arvae 
representing three families of Lepidoptera, namely the Tortricidae, 
O�ethreutidae, and PhaJ.oniidae. The species and subs}2cies that 
devour and roll �eaves in the Tennessee Comp�ex are, in the order 
of their importance, .Ancylls comptana :f'raga:riae (Walsh and RUey) ,  
ptycho�oma. peri tana ( C�emens),  OJ.ethreutes cespi tana Hilbner, 
Sparganothis sulfureana Clemens, Cb.oristoneura rosaceana (Harris) ,  
Plat;ynota i'lavedana Clemens, Tortrix pallorana (Robinson) , Arg;yrotae­
nia vdutinana (Walker), Archips arg;yrospil.a {Walker), .Ancylls 
muricana Wal.si ngbam, and Phalonia angustana Clemens. 
These species are sporadic in their presence. In some years 
they are rdati vely rare, whil.e in others, one or more species may 
reach such numbers as to cause considerab�e damage to strawberry 
pl.antings. 
Damage by �eaf' rollers in all strawberry producing areas of 
Tennessee during �955 and �956 resulted in the Joint decision by the 
Department of Entomo�ogy and the Admini strative Staff of the Tennessee 
.Agricul.tural Experiment Station to inaugurate a program of stuey- of 
the strawberry �eaf' roller in the state . The importance of this 
decision was enhanced by the fact that strawberry production in 
Tennessee is approximately a five million dollar industry annually .  
(Strawberry fruit production amounts to about three and one-half 
to four million and pl.ant production to about one and one-half million 
2 
dollars. ) In addition to commercial acreage in the larger strawberry 
areas of the state, small Tennessee farms get a good cash return on 
small acreage or even fractions of an acre . 
After a preliminary' stuicy', made in late 1956, it was apparent 
to the author that not one, but a collq)lex of several species, was 
involved. !l!le stuicy' was broadened in 1957 to determine the species 
composition, the economic significance of each, and the biology of 
the more important species in the com;plex. During the course of 
stuicy', efforts were made to find the best control methods under 
Tennessee condi tiona. Morphological studies were made of the species 
in the complex in order to present diagnostic characteristics that 
would allow easier identification. A comprehensive stuicy' was made 
of the life history of the three species and subspecies considered 
most iug;)ortant f'rom an economic standpoint : Ancylis com,ptana f'ragariae, 
Pliycholoma peritana, and Oletb.reutes cespitana. Biol.ogical notes f'rom 
field observations are recorded concerning the remaining eight species 
in the complex. 
Natural enemies of the strawberry leaf' rollers were intensively 
studied during the entire period. This stuicy' led to the discovery 
ot numerous parasites that aid in leaf' roller control.. 
REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
Numerous publications concerning the strawberry leaf roller, 
Ancylis comptana fragariae (Walsh and Riley) , can be found beginnillg 
with Riley1 s First Missouri Report (1869) .  other workers have been: 
Garman of Kentucky (1890), who said, "It is one of the commonest 
injurious strawberry insects in Kentucky, though I am unable to s� 
from JIV' own observation how long it has been here. "; Webster of 
Iowa (1918) ;  Fulton and Brunson of Iowa (1928) ; Parker and 
Lamerson of Kansas (l91J2); and Froker et !!! · of Wisconsin (1949) .  
However, the mst comprehensive work on the biology of this species 
is that of Fink (1932) from New Jersey. It is worthy of note that 
all of these reports are concerned v:Lth only one species of leaf 
. 
roller as being important on strawberries . 
The first report that mentions leaf rollers on strawberries 
as possibly a group of closely related species is that of Neisvander 
from Ohio (1955) .  This author lists five species in addition to 
Aneylis comptana fragariae. 
Several of the other species within the complex have a list 
of references at least as long as Ancylis comptana fragariae since 
they are often major pests on some other host plant . These include: 
Archips arguospila Walker, the fruit tree leaf roller (Herrick 
and Leiby, 1915 and Regan, 1923);  Choristoneura rosaceana (Harris) ,  
the oblique-banded leaf roller, a dewberry pest (I<howlton and Allen, 
1931); Oletbreutes cespitana Htrbner, the clover leaf caterpillar 
(Wehrle 1 1929);  Sparganothis sul.i\Jreana C1emens 1 a cranberry- pest 
(Beckwith, 1938); Pl.atynata flavedana Clemens, attacldng peaches 
(Summerland and Ham11ton, 1954); Tortrix pal1orana (Robinson), as 
a pest of roses in New Jersey ( Schoat 1 1925) 1 as a pest feediDg on 
4 
the foliage of altalfa in Kansas (Dean, 1928) 1 and reported as feeding 
on strawberry- foliage near Logan, Missouri (Smith, 1941);  ptycho1oma 
peritana (C1emens) 1  feeding on oranges in California (Lockwood and 
Gammon, 1951) ;  and Argyrataenia vel.utinana (Walker) 1 the red-banded 
1eat roller, as a pest on appl.e and other fruit trees . Frost (1925) 
made a comprehensive study of this l.atter species in Pennsy1vania 
and Hough (1927) 1 in the state of Virginia. This insect has also 
been reported on � smalJ. fruits 1 truck crops 1 weeds 1 and orna­
mentals (Harman, 1948) . 
A leaf' roller colony was started by capturing with an 
aspirator adult leaf' roller moths in the field. These field collected 
moths were alJ.owed to oviposit in smalJ. bottles covered by a soft 
paper plug saturated with a weak sugar water solution. The eggs were 
laid on the sides of the bottle and alJ.owed to hatch; after hatching 
the young larvae were removed with a camel's hair brush and placed in 
a smalJ.1 disposable plastic petri dish (Figure l). These dishes, 
with a diameter of 5 · 3  mm. and a depth of l mm.1 were perforated with 
a heated insect pin to admit air. The dishes were numbered with 
a wax pencil. A strawberry leaf' was placed in each dish every other 
� as a food som-ce for developing larvae. The dishes were observed 
� and the stage of development and condition of individual. J.arvae 
recorded. These dishes were maintained under temperature and moisture 
condi tiona similar to those out of doors. When the insects had reached 
the adult stage 1 they were sexed and the females placed in bottles for 
egg ley'ing; thus the new brood served in perpetuating the colony. In 
October of each year ot the stu� 1 the larvae that were to overwinter 
were placed in an outdoor screen house (Figure 2)1 where they passed 
the winter months. 
Various methods were used tor field counts. In addition to 
the aspirator a sweep net 1 visual. observations 1 and a confinement 
cage were emplqyed. The confinement cage consisted of a long center 
pole vi th a wheel-type structure at one end to support a cheese cloth 
Figure l. Containers used in rearing leaf roller larvae. 
6 
' 
) 
Figure 2. Outdoor insectary used in housing l.eaf' roller 
J.anrae duriDg the winter months. 
7 
8 
covering and a sharp point at the other end. �e operator could thrust 
the point into the ground, and �et the cheese �oth drop over himse.lt 
and about two feet of strawberr;y fo�iage w1 thin the row (Figure 3),  thus 
allowiJ:Ig counts of adults trapped within. Sweepnets were not'too 
successful. since they damaged the delicate moths, sometimes to the 
extent that identification was impossib�e. Visual counts of adult 
moths restiDg on �eaves were very successful. 
In order to study the parasite populations, fidd collections 
were made at intervals throughout the period· of study. Leaf roller 
specimens in various stages of dev&opment were pl.aced in small dispos­
ab�e petri diShes alre&ay described. _Emerging parasites recovered 
from these iso�ated numbered containers were preserved, given an 
identification number corresponding to the reariDg diSh number, and 
the data were recorded. The parasites accumulated by the end of each 
year were sent to Dr. P. W. Oman, Belts�e, Mary�and for identifica­
tion. 
When an infestation of damaging numbers of �eat rollers was 
found, recommended insecticides were applied w1 th a �ow gallonage, 
�ow pressure, knapsack sprqer in replicated tests . Data concerning 
the effectiveness of these materials were recorded by one of two 
methods . The first method was the recording of newly folded leaves 
at periods of one week, two weeks, and three weeks after appl.ication 
of the insecticide. The second method, more successful., though more 
difficult, was the counting of �iving �arvae seventy-two hours after 
treatment . 
Figure 3.  A field cage for moth counts. 
• 
l 
9 
other methods employ-ed are given in the sections of the study 
where they ma.y best explain the results recorded. 
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SYSTEMATICS 
Syno� 
'lhe following synoptic arrangement of the species within the 
complex is reproduced trom McDunnough' s check list of the Lepidoptera 
of Canada and the United states (1939) ,  except for the generic arrange­
ment of ptycholoma peri tana Clemens (N. Comb. ) and Choristoneura 
rosaceana Harris (N. Comb. ) which are according to T. N. Freeman 's 
Archipinae of North America published in 1958: 
Family Oletbreutidae : 
.Ancylis comgtana Froh. 
conflexana Wlk . 
a cometana Wlshm. 
b tragariae Walsh & Riley 
amblygona Zell. 
c floridana Zell • 
.Ancylis muricana Wl.shm. 
a cornifoliana Riley 
Olethreutes cespitana Hbn. 
tlavotasciana West & Humph. 
instrutana Clemens 
poana Zell. 
Family Tortricidae: 
Archips argyrospila Wllt. 
f'urvaJla Rob. 
v-signs.tana Pack 
a vi vi dana D,yar 
b columbiana McD. 
Argyrotaenia velutinana Wl.k. 
triferana Wlk. 
incertana Clem. 
Cb.oristoneura rosaceana Harris (.N. Comb . ) 
vicariana Wllt. 
gossypiana Pack 
Platyn.ota fl.avedana Clem. 
concursana WJ.k . 
laterana Rob. 
ptycholoma peritana Clem. (N. Comb . ) 
inconclusana Wlk. 
Spa;rganothis sul1\1reana Clem. 
gratana Wlk. 
ful voroseana Clem. 
virginiana Clem. 
gaJ.livorana Clem. 
gracUana Wlshm. 
a belfrageana Zell . 
Tortrix p&llorana Rob . 
Family P.b.al.oniidae: 
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Phal.oDia a.ngustana Clem. 
dorsimaculana Rob. 
Description of Adults and Larvae 
Ancylis com,ptana fragariae (Walsh and Riley) 
The adult is best described by Fink (1932) as follows: 
The moths average slightly over l em. across the out­
stretched Wings . !�he general. ground color is light to 
dark reddish brown. The fore wings are reddish brown 
streaked vi th darker brown and llbite lines . When the moth 
is at rest there can be seen on the base of the folded 
wings a dark area fo.rm:tng a conspicious deeper brown patch 
across the middl.e of the back. 
The larval. description is from Peterson (1948) . 
The larva is 12'± mm. in length, greenish to bronze 
colored with a shining brown head and cervical. shield. 
Caudal margin of anal plate deeply pigmented. Anal. comb 
6-t prongs. 
Ftycholoma peri tana (Clemens ) 
The adult is best described according to Freeman (1958) : 
Costal. fold absent. Head, thorax and fore wing ocher­
ous, the last with brown transverse striations and median 
bBDd, and blaclt:1sh outer costal. spot. Basal. patch faintly 
indicated outwarclly by a fine, excurved brown line; median 
bBDd distinct inwardly, where it is often margined by a 
light line; constricted belov the costa; diffUsed out­
warclly and broadest on the posterior margin; in some 
specimens the inner margin angl:J ng slightly to meet the 
posterior lDB.l"gin at a right angle; outer costal. spot dark 
brown or blackish, triangul.ar, and widest on the costa 
usua.lly Joined to the tornus by a fine brown line; fringe 
shin:Jng ocherous. Hind w1Dg slightly fuscous, with sbin:Jng 
whitish fringe. EJcpanse : 10-15 mm. 
Male genital.ia -- apex of uncus oval,; transtilla with . 
a cluster of four or five coarse teeth on each side; sacculus 
short and narrow,; aedeagus short, angled, with one thin cor­
nutus. {Figure 15.) 
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Female geni tal.ia -- ventral plate narrow, slight� 
extended latera.l.ly to form two anterior protuberances; an­
trum short; signum absent. (Figure 15 . )  
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The larva of ptychoJ.oma peritana is 13! nm. in length, light 
green to tannish in color vi th a light tan head that has two deeply 
pigmented blackish spots on each lateral surface . Anal plate lightly 
+ pigmented. Anal comb with 5- prongs . 
Olethreutes cespitana Hdber 
The adult description is by Clemens (1865) who described 
this species as Sericoris instrutana. 
This specimen � be a mere variation of fasciatana. 
The ornamentation of the wings is very similar, as well as 
the color, but the size of the specimen is much less . 
The whitish spaces on each side of the central fascia 
is more tinted with ochreous than in fasciatana. The 
outer margin of the basal patch shows two indentations and 
a central tooth or projection, while in fasciatana the 
outer margin is nearly straight or slightly curved. The 
central fascia is very narrow on the costa, dilating in the 
middle of the wing, its exterior margin bulging outwards and 
is somewhat interrupted near the inner margin of the Wing; 
in f'asciatana it is broad and diff'use on the costa. In 
instrutana the markings of the wings are pure dark brown, 
in fasciatana they a:re testaceous brown. 
The larva of Olethreutes cespitana is 14 nm. in length. The 
general. color is grq. The head is yellow. Posterior to the 
ocelli is a prominent dark brown irregula:rly shaped area. Cervical. 
shield is a dark yellowish ocher color. The anal. comb bears 6± prongs. 
Sparganothis sul:tureana Clemens 
!!he adult description by Robinson (1868) clearly describes 
this species . 
Palpi long, exceeding the head, yellow above, deep red 
laterall.y and beneath. Head and thorax yellow above, deep 
red laterally and beneath. Head and thorax yellow above 
tinged with red or purple at the sides. Pategia red in 
front, yellow beyond. 
Anterior wings golden-yellow finely reticulated with 
red or purplish. Sometimes the reticulations are wanting. 
Costa tinged with purpJ.e at base. A purple spot on the mid­
dle of internal margin throws out tlro d1 verging lines ,one of 
which attains the costa at basal third the other eru31ng just 
bel.ow a sim:l.l.arl.¥ colored subapic&l. costal spot. A broad 
pupl.e stripe &long external margin. Fringes yellow. 
Posterior wil'lgs above and beneath varying from paJ.e 
yellOWish to d.a.rk :ruscous or blackish. 
Under surface of anterior wings clouded centr� with 
i"uscous; the margins paJ.er, sometimes yellow. 
Expanse, mal.e 14-17 mil. , female �7-19 mU. 
�e mature larvae are 10 to 15 m. in �ength. They have 
a ground color that is light grrq, appearing whitish, with a yellow 
head capsule.  The anal comb has 6t prongs . 
Choristoneura rosaceana (Harris) 
The adult description according to Freeman (1958) is : 
A light reddish-brown species with distinct, d.a.rk-brown 
reticulations and outer costal spot. Inner margin of 
median band distinct far the entire �ength, the outer mar­
gin 1ndistinct in the cel.l. Hind v:Lng of female bright 
orange apical.J.y . Msle with costal fold from the base of 
the fore w:l.ng to the illller edge of the median band; the 
fol.d produced into an oval, blackish -scale tuft at its 
middle. Male vi th well-developed sc&l.e tuft on upper side 
of scape of antennae. Under surface ot mal.e fore w:1IIg 
v.Lth obsolete maculation ot upper surface but 
'Without 1"uscous shading in the cubital region, and small, 
dark costal and apical striations on the hind Wing; under­
surface of female uniforml7 shining yellowish, particular:cy 
on the fore w1ng and apica.l.J.1' on the hind wing. 
EEpanse: Male 19-23 m.; female 25�30 DDD· 
The mature larvae measure 15-20 mm. in length. They vary 
in col.or f'rom a light yellowish-brown to apple green, with a 
brownish-black head and thoracic shiel.d, the latter usual.l.y w1 th 
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a whitish cephalic border. The anal. comb has a± prongs. 
Platynota flavedana Clemens 
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Description of the adult according to the original description 
by Clemens (186o) : 
Reddish sa.ff'ron. Fore Wings with an oblique line near 
the base, terminating in a tuft on the fold; an oblique 
central fascia near the tip, joining the central fascia, 
reddish brown. Near the terminaJ. border of the wing is 
a line of raised scales of the general hue. Hind wings 
reddish safi"ron. 
Male. Palpi reddish brown, terminal joint yellowish. 
Head and thorax ochreous yellow. Fore wings yel.l.ov, deeper 
at the base than at the tip, with the middle of the wing 
discolored with blackish brown, having a purplish hue. At 
the· base of the fold, on its middle and about the end of the 
disk, are tufts of scales, and With two transnervular lines 
of scales in the yel.l.ow portion. The extreme hind margin is 
reddish ochreous, varied somewhat With dark brownish. 
kpanse: 13-16 mil . 
The mature larvae measure 15-18 mm. in length. They are 
greyish green in color, w1 th a black head capsule. The anal comb 
+ has 10- prongs . 
Tortrix pa.Uorana (Robinson} 
The following adult description of this species is that of 
Robinson (1868): 
Pal.pi1 head and thorax pale brownish-ochreous . Anterior 
wings pale ochreous 1 without marking. Posterior wings 
very pale ochreous above and beneath. Under surface of 
anterior Wings clouded with tuscous . Expanse, 22 mil. 
The mature larva reaches a length of 25 mm. '1he body is 
yellowish-green in ground color. The anal comb has 9t prongs . 
.Argyrotaenia vel.utinana (Wal.ker) 
Adult description trom Freeman (1958) .  Vernacular name, 
Red-banded Leat Roller . 
In general. the maJ.e ocherous or greyish ocherous with 
a rather poorly defined basal. patch, usual.ly distinct on 
the dorsal. half only and angled outward at the fold; median 
band distinct, blackish or very dark brown on the costal. 
half, brownish-ocherous on the dorsal. half, the two halves 
being sharply defined; beyond this is the usual Ars;yrotaenia 
costal. spot followed bel.ow, or prol.onged into, a brownish­
ocherous spot . In the female the basal patch is further 
reduced to a short, black spur representing the outer margin 
of that patch; and the whole area within, above to the costa, 
and outward to the inner edge ot the median band is ocherous 
and stands out egainst the uniform:cy- reddish-brown median 
band. Expanse: male 11. 5-14 mm.; femaJ.e 14-16.5  mm. 
The larval description is by Harman (19�) . 
The mature larva of .Argyrotaenia velutinana measures 
13 mm. in length. The head and thoracic shield are 
concolorous with the greenish yellow body. Anal comb 6! 
prongs • 
.Archips arg;yrospUa (Wal.ker) 
Adult description tram Freeman (1958) . Vernacular name, 
Fruit Tree Leat Roller.  
Wing pattern va.ryillg considerably. Head and thorax 
usual.ly ocherous. Tbe extreme base of the fore-wing light 
ocherous with a few, fine, reddish brown striations followed 
by an ocherous, or reddish brown, or purplish basal. patch; 
between this and the median band, a large, quadrate, white 
costal. spot followed below by ocherous, and mottled with 
various shades of purplish or reddish-brown; this portion 
of the wi11g sometimes cream-coloured, but usua.l.ly with a 
very mottled appearance; median band ocherous, reddish 
brown, or purplish, and often connected by a spur to a con­
colorous outer costal spat; sometimes the median band with 
a mottled appearance; costal. region between the outer 
costal. spot and the median band showi.Dg as a whitish sub­
quadrate or triangular spot, which is usual.ly larger and 
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more constant in size and colour than the inner white spot; fore­
wing either light ocherous apic�, with darker ocherous streaks 
and b1otches, or white, with or without striations, and 
mott1ed, or rarely, reddish brown; fringe whitish or 1ight 
ocherous. Hind wing uniformly fuscous with dirty white 
fringe. Undersurface of forewiDg with ocherous-tuscous 
disc and costal spots, as well as with 1igb.t ocherous costal 
spots and apical portion; of the hind wing dirty white 
slightly tuscous in the anal region. Ex:panse: male 19-21. 
mm. ; femal.e, 21.-24 mm. 
The 1arval. description is by Peterson (19lt8) . 
The J.arva is 15-18 mm. in 1ength, green to greenish­
brown with a light to dark brown head and l.ight yellowish 
cervical shiel.d. M::>st specimens vithout a pigmented anal 
pl.ate or pinacula. Anal. comb with at prongs. 
Ancylls muricana Wal.si ngbam 
An adequate description of this species coul.d not be found 
by the author, hence his own description, based on observed charac­
teristics, is as follows: 
A deep b1ue lyre-1ike marking covering the anterior dorsum 
of the moth . The arms of the J.3re are directed posteriorly. The 
portion of the cl.osed vi.Dgs between the arms of the lyre has a rust 
co1ored hue, interspersed vith sU ver. The head and a small. spot 
on either side of the anterior wings next to the head have a rust 
co1ored hue. Overall leDgth 5 mm. ; wing expanse 10 mm. 
Phalonia angustana Clemens 
Adul.t description according to Robinson (1868) . 
Pal.pi, head and thorax white. Anterior wings pale 
greenish yellow, sometimes white. The costa streaked with 
greenish-brown, this shade being most prominent on end near 
the base, on the middle and just before the apex. A green­
ish brown fascia runs obliquely' outwardly" from internal mar­
gin near the base half across the wing; beyond, on the middle 
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of interna.l margin a darker greenish brown patch margined 
by dark brown scales. A dark brown dot near the middle of 
external margin. FriDges whitish. 
Posterior wings above and beneath very pale fuscous. 
Under surface of anterior pair darker fuscous . Expanse 1 14-15 mil. 
Keys to the Adults and Larvae 
'!he key to the adults for the eleven species in the complex 
is based on the presence or absence of wing marki.Dgs.  When markings 
are present 1 their pattern, when the wings are cJ.osed, is used to 
separate species . The key serves for field identification of the 
species in the Tennessee Complex, the purpose for which it was 
designed. 
'!'he pictorial. key to the larvae, based on characteristics 
of the anal. comb (number and shape of teeth), covers nine of the 
eleven species in the complex {Figure 4) . Two species 1 An­
eylis muricana and PhaJ.onia angustana1 were reared from field 
collected larvae only twice duriDg the course of study and no 
opportunity to observe larval characteristics presented itself. 
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KEY TO THE LEAF ROLLER AllJLTS FOUJID ON 
STRAWBEBRIES IN TENNESSEE 
1. Without marking on wings - - - - - - - - - -
20 
Tortrix 
pa1lorana 
Wi"tll t:�arkings on. 'Wi.Dgs .. - .. - - - - - - - - .. - .. - - - - - - - 2 
2 .  Markings forming transverse bands - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 3 
Mark:l.IJgs not tormilJg transverse bands - - - - - - - - - - - - - 4 
3.  Two dark brown bands - - - - - - - - - - - -
Two �1Sht bands - - - - - - - - - - .. - - -
4. :tmkings in the center ot wings 
farming a diamond - - - - - - - - - - - - • 
Argyrotaenia 
velutinana 
Ol.ethreutes 
cespitaua 
Markings other "tllan diamond-shape - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 5 
5·  Markings on wiDg Chevron-like - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 6 
Ma.rld.llgs on wing other than chevron-like - - - - - - - - - - 7 
6 .  Chevrons of 2 stripes - - - - - - - - - - ptycholoma 
peritana 
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Chevrons of 3 stripes - - - - - - - - - Choristoneura 
rosaceana 
7. Markings on Wings forming an X .. - - - -
Markings on wings not forming an X - - - - - - - - - - - - - 8 
8.  Mark:l.ngs in middle bend, purplish­
scales forming raised portion - - - - -
Markings in m:l.ddl.e band, not forming 
Pl.atynota 
flavedana 
raised portion - - - - - - � - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 9 
9·  Markings on wings whitish slashes 
and dots - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Markings on wings not in the form of 
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Archips 
argyrospila 
White slaShes and dots - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 10 
10. Anterior portion of wings marked 
with rust, giving a half-disk shape - - - -
Anterior portion of wings marked 
with deep blue �e-like marking 
directed posterior� - - - - - - - - - - - -
Ancylls 
cougztana. 
fragariae 
Ancylis 
muricana 
KEY TO LEAF ROLLER LARVAE FOUND ON ST RAWBERRIES I N  TENNESSEE 
6 OR LESS (RONGS 
,--- l 
StPRONGS 6tPRONGS 
Ptycholoma perl tana 
I 
Sparganothls Ancylls comptana 
sulfureana fragarlae 
PrOftQI-All witb 2 
pointa on lip 
Pronoa- All poiated 
on Up 
MM 
Argyrotaenia 
velu tlnana 
2 middle pronos 
blunt on Up 
i. • I � I 
• I , .L..r._Lj 
Olethreutes 
�!!It ana 
4 middle pronta 
blynt on tip 
7 OR MORE(RONGS 
I I 
Bt PRONGS MORE THAN 8 PRONGS 
···� 
Chorlstoneura 
rOB!I�&.!JnJ!. 
6 pronos wilh Z·pointtd 
I i pa. 1 pront with pointtd 
tip& on tllblf sldt of 
,� ... 6 
Archlps 
arqyrosplla 
4 prongs wittl 2•pointed 
tips. 2 pronoa with 
poh'lttd tips on altllitr 
aidt ot thtte 4 
.I.2r.t..d& 
pallorana 
9! ptOftOI with 
pointed tlpo 
Ptatynota 
flavedana 
lOt prongo, 4 with 
blunt llpo 
FIQure 4. Pictorial key to leaf roller lor•ae found on strawberries In Te nnessee based on characteristics of the anal comb. 
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LIFE HISTORY Am> HABITS OF SELl!X:TED LEAF ROLLERS 
I .  LIFE HISTORY AND HABITS OF ANClLIS 
COMPJ!ANA FRAGARIAE 
General Distribution and Habits 
Distribution. The strawberry �eaf' roller 1 Ancylls com,ptana 
fr&ga:riae, is of European origin. It has been present in this count17 
for a.l.most a centuey-. Riley- reports this species as a prob�em in 
D.linois as early as �869, and Ge.l:'man, in Kentuclq in �890. By other 
authors this species is reported all across the northern United 
states f'rom the AUantic to the Pacific Coast and f'rom Canada south-
ward to caJ.ifornia and Virginia. It occurs all over Kentuclq and 
Tennessee and undoubteclly in other straWberry producing states to the 
south. The observed distribution in relation to production areas in 
Tennessee JD8\V' be seen in the map presented in Figure 5 . 
� of InJury. file injury by this subspecies, and �eaf' rollers 
in general, is usu.aJ.:cy in the form of rolled �eaves in which the worm 
retreats when disturbed {Figure 6) . Occasional.ly, �eaves are webbed 
to the rolled hiding pace and fed upon. This �eaf' damage when 
coup�ed with an extremely Or:! period causes pl.ant �oss in spots. When 
several species of the cOJlq)lex are present in numbers, and control. 
{natural or chemical) is not initiated, complete �oss of the stand 
can occur. 
� Plants . This subspecies has a narrower range of host 
pl.ants than do most of the species within the comp�ex, being ccmtined 
Figure 5 . Major strawberr,y producing areas a£ Tennessee where l.eaf." roller collections were 
made (indicated by stippling}. 
� 
Figure 6. Strawberry leat roller injury to foliage. 
mostly to small fru1 ts such as strawberry, raspberry, and blackberry. 
Fink (1932) reports find1ng it feeding on cl.over grow:I.Dg in a straw­
berry fiel.d. This leaf' roller has also been reported as feeding on 
the follow:I.Dg E.Uropean host plants : Poterium sa.DgUisarba, Thymus 
serpyllum, and Teucrium. In Tennessee it was collected onl.y from. 
strawberry during the course of study. 
�e Moth 
Description. !lhe math averages a little mare than 1 em. in 
w1Dg expanse. The general color is a reddish hue with markings of 
dark brown and white liDes. ihe leat roller can be seen in Figure 7. 
Drawiugs of the male 8DCl femal.e geDitaJ.ia ue presented in Figure 
8. A more collq)l.ete description of the adult is presented at the 
beginnj ng of this paper. 
imergence �Mating. The adults emerged trom the pupae and 
ted on the sugar water plugs that covered the container in which they­
were kept . MatiDg, which usually took place within twenty-four 
hours in the laboratory, was not observed in the fiel.d. 
Oviposition. 'lhe eggs are deposited on the underside of 
strawberry l.eaves in the fiel.d. In the J.aboratory they were deposited 
on the sides of the container, and on the sugu water plug untU 
im.proved methods were devised. A satisfactory method which allowed 
study and eas;r removal of the eggs was the construction of a contain­
er of four sl.ides, bound w1 th Scotch tape (Figure 9) • The femal.e 
normal.ly deposits the eggs s1ng:cy' but occasional.ly two or three eggs 
Figure 7 . The adult of Ancylis cotgPtana fragariae 
natural size. 
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1.0 m m. 
FEMALE MALE 
Figure 8. Genitalia of the male and female of An.cylis 
comptana fi'aga.riae. �e J.ett half ot each is denuded. 
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Figure ,9. A container constructed of glass slides for 
egg l.IQ'1Dg. 
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are f'ound in close proximi t;y . 
The number of' eggs deposited varies with dif'f'erent f'emaJ.es . 
The oviposition records f'or J.aboratory reared specimens a:re presented 
in TabJ.e I. The total. number of' eggs J.aid b7 a single f'emaJ.e ranged 
between 19 and 45, and averaged 30. 
Longevity. Records on which J.ength of adult J.ife a:re based 
can be seen in TabJ.e II. 'file range of J.ongevity in �s f'or this 
subspecies was 2-9. The average adult J.if'e f'or the male of' this 
species was 3 .4  �s and for the female 6.5  dsla· 
The F§S 
Description. The egg has a reticulated chorion and appears 
irridescent when viewed through the binocul.ar microscope. It is a 
pale green when first deposited but in a short time it turns yellow­
ish and at this stage of development J.ooks very much like a 
shriveled J.emon (Figure 10) .  A photograph taken through a microscope 
does not give the detail.s of the chorion reticulations, but shows 
the developing embryo (Figure 11) . 'Ihe egg measurements averaged 
o. 370 by o.64o mm . 
Incubation !!!!.! • The J.ength of' time in the egg stage varies 
considerably with the seasonal. generation. In J.ate March or ear� 
April., as a resul.t of' cooJ.er temperatures, the time passed in the 
egg stage was as m.any as tvel. ve dB¥8. In J\me, JuJ.y, and August in 
Tennessee the egg stage mey be as brief' as three dslS. Far detail.ed 
records of' time in the egg stage, see Table I .  
TABLE I 
OVIPOSITION RECOliDS OF LABORATORY REARED SPECIMENS 
OF ANCYLIS COMPTANA FRAGARIAE 
Specimen Date of' Number of' Date of' Number of Dqs 
Number Oviposition F.ggs Laid Eclosion To Batch 
F 1 7-10&ll-59 36 7-15&16-59 5 
F 2 7-10-59 30 7-16-59 6 
F 3 7-12-59 25 7-16-59 4 
F 4 7-13&14-59 37 7-17&1.8-59 4 
F 5 7-13-59 33 7-18-59 5 
F 6 7-15-59 23 7-19-59 4 
F 7 7-15-59 19 7-20-59 5 
F 8 7-15&16-59 45 7-21&22-59 6 
F 9 7-15-59 22 7-20-59 5 
F 10 7-15&16-59 30 7-19&20-59 4 
Range:  19-45 eggs per fema.le. 
Average: 30± 7.6 eggs per f'ema.le. 
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TABLE II 
LOR}EVITY RECOIIDS OF ANCILIS COMPTANA FRAGARIAE AWLTS 
Adul.t Date Date Number of 
l!lumber Emerged Sex Died Da;ysAl.ive 
� 7-�7-59 MaJ.e 7-20-59 3 
2 7-20-59 7-24-59 4 
3 7-20-59 7-22-59 2 
4 7-�-59 7-24-59 3 
5 7-22-59 7-24-59 2 
6 7-24-59 7-�-59 3 
7 7-29-59 8-3-59 4 
8 7-29-59 8-3-59 4 
9 7-29-59 8-�-59 2 
�0 7-29-59 II 8-5-59 7 
Range:  2-7 dlqs . 
Average: 3.1&± 1. 5� days . 
ll 7-29-59 Female 8-�-59 2 
� 7-30-59 II 8-7-59 8 
�3 7-30-59 II 8-6-59 7 
�4 7-�-59 II . 8-7-59 7 
�5 7-31-59 II 8-6-59 6 
�6 7-31-59 II 8-8-59 9 
�7 7-�-59 II 8-5-59 6 
�8 7-�-59 II 8-7-59 7 
�9 7-�-59 II 8-8-59 5 
20 8-3-59 II 8-ll-59 8 
Range: 2-9 deys. 
Average: 6 .5t � .88 days . 
Figure lO. IJ:he egg of' Anc;y:lis compt8118 f'ragariae greatly 
enlarged. Chorion reticulation inclicated at A. 
• 
• 
Figure 1.1. The egg of .Ancylis co!J!PtaD! fragarlae photo­
graphed through a binocular microscope. About 45 times natural. 
size. 
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The Larva 
Habits. The young J.arva, following ecl.osion, finds a favorable 
spot on the undersurface of the leat, us� between the veins, and 
constructs a tube-like shelter. The young J.arva can be observed moving 
its head to and fro spinning threads of silk that cover it and pull 
the J.eat together. Quite often the maturing larvae abandon the oJ.d 
tunnel-like shelters and construct new shelters of' the same type, or 
web together two J.eaves that overJ.ap one another. They feed on J.eaves 
adjacent to their constructed shelters. 
First Instar. The first instar larvaL head measures 0.18 IIDil· 
in width and it is brown in color. �body is a pale green. The 
head and body segments possess setae. The duration of this stadium 
averages, for the summer broods, 3· 2 � . 
Second Instar. !!he second instar head measures 0. 25 mm.. in 
width. The body takes on a somewhat yellowish-green color. The 
setal. pattern for this insta.r can be seen more clearly. This stadium 
for the summer broods averages 3.8  dey& . 
Third Instar. The third instar head measures 0 . 35 IIDil.  in width. 
The color of this stage is much the same as the preceding instar. The 
duration of this stadium averages 4.6 dey's . 
Fourth Instar. The fourth instar larval head measures 0. 58 mm. 
in width. The general body color of yellowish-green takes on a 
darker hue. The average duration of this stadium for the summer broods 
is 4.4 d.a\Ys.  
Fifth Instar. The fifth instar larval. head measures 0.74 IIDil· 
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The general body color is gr¢sh-brown. The duration of this stadium 
averages 7 . o �s. 
SiXth Instar. The sixth instar 1arvaJ. head measures 1.  0 DDn. 
This 1nstar did not occur very o:rten for summer broods, probabl.y 
because of the constant brea.king open of the covering web for observa-
tion. For detail.s of setal pattern on the head and body segments 
see Figure J.2. 
The average duration of the larval stadia for the summer 
broods was 23 � . In the ear� spring brood and the brood entering 
the winter, the length of l.arvaJ. stadia increased in accordance 
with decreased temperatures .  
The Pupa 
Description. The pupa averages 8. 5 DDil· in 1ength (Figure 13) . 
It is a light yel.l.ovish-brown color just after pupation, but 
gradual.l.y darkens to a general dark brown ground color before 
emergence of the math .  Fink (1932) reports : 
The dorsal surface of each abdominal segment w1 th 
the exception of the last three bears two transverse rows 
of spines, those of the anterior row of each segment 
being stouter than those of the posterior row. Each of 
the last three segments has a single row of spines . In 
addition, the 1ast segment bears eight slender hairs which 
are more or less hooked at the tips . 
Sex can be determined in the pupal stage. The distance between 
the anal slit and gonopore is greater in the femal.e than in the 
mal.e (Breeland, 1957) .  
Lepgth .2£. Pupal stage. The duration of the pupal stage 
"-t, 
0 
' ?  
' ' 
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A 
1 .0 m m. 
D 
Figure 12. 'lhe larva of Ancylis comptana fragariae. A. !lhe 
head and first two thoracic segments. B. The fourth abdom::l.nal seg­
ment . c .  The last tvo abdominal segments (a.c .  anal. comb) . D. Mesal 
viev of the right mandible, greatq enlarged. 
Figure �3.  
enl.a:rged. 
I \ 
The pupa of .Ancylis conwtana tragariae, greatly 
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averages six ds\YS for the summer broods . The number of d.a¥s in this 
stage is greater earl.¥ in the spring. Fink (1932) states that the 
pupa:L stage in April in New Jersey averages 12.8 dap which is s:Jm1 J ar  
in <Wration to that of the Tennessee population. 
II . LIFE HISTORY AND HABITS 
OF PfiCHOLOMA PERIT.ANA 
General Distribution and Habits 
Distribution. This species is f'ound from Nova Scotia to 
British Columbia, from Maine to Flarida, west to Arizona, Colorado, 
Utah and California. In Tennessee, it occurs in a1J. of the straw-
berry producing areas from which callectio.ns or observations were 
made . According to Freeman (1958) some eastern specimens are smaller 
than others and show a pale edging of the inner side of the median 
band. Larger eastern specimens do not show this characteristic. In 
the northwestern localities both f'orms are larger. The species shows 
some variation in form iD Texas. 
� S:, InJury. The injuey to the foliage is s1m:J Jar to that 
of' .Ancylis comptana f'ragariae. However, this species is often found 
in the leaf litter beneath the foliage of the row, as is true for 
Olethreutes cespi tana. It usuall.y folds a single leaf into a shelter 
by spi nn:J ng a sil.ken web that covers the larva and pulls the leaf 
together. It may be found at times in a web spun between two over-
lapping leaves. Damage done to foliage by- this species is sim:Uar 
to that of .Ancylis cOigPtana t"ragariae (Figure 6) . 
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Host Pl.ants. This species does not appear to have a wide range 
of host plants. However, it has not been studied as extensively as 
the others . Freeman (1958) gives the typical. food plant as Fragaria. 
Lockwood and Qaum.)n (1951) reported this species as a pest of oranges 
in Cal.ifornia. In Tennessee the insect has been found feeding only 
on strawberries . 
The M>th 
Description. IJhe moth has a wing expanse ot 10-15 mm .  The 
description in the systematics section of this paper identifies the 
moth in detail. The brown marldllgs on the w1Dg appear to form 
chevrons when the willgs are folded at rest {Figure 14) • Drawings 
of the male and female geni tal.ia are pr.-esented in Figure 1.5 . 
Emergence � MatiDg. .A:f'ter emergence f'rom the pupal case 
the moths fed on the sugar water plugs that covered the container. 
Their emergence was from the anterior end of the pupal. case, as 
it was in all species studied. Copulation usual.ly occurred on the 
same cia¥ as emergence, often quite soon after feeding. 
Oviposition. The eggs were deposited on the leaves in the 
container and various places within the container itself. Only 
laboratory oviposition was observed since the eggs ot this species 
were not found in the field. F€gs are l.aid singly, in twos, or 
occasionally in a group of four. 
Oviposition records were kept on laboratory reared femal.es 
and the data are presented in Table III. The maximum number of eggs 
size . 
Figure J.4. The adul.t ot pt,zcbol.oma ;peritana, natural 
1 . 0  m m .  
F E M A L E M ALE 
Figure 15 . Gen1 talia of the male and femal.e of PtycholOma 
peritana. The lett halt of each is denuded. 
Specimen 
Number 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
TABLE III 
OVIPOSITION RECORm OF LABORATORY REARED 
SPECIMENS OF Pl'YCHOLOMA PERITANA 
Date Of Number of Date of 
Oviposition F«gs Laid Eclosion 
9-10-59 9-16-59 
9-14-59 66 9-19-59 
9-15-59 9-20-59 
9-10-59 13 9-16-59 
9-10-59 22 9-17-59 
9-10-59 9-16-59 
9-ll-59 9-16-59 
9-12-59 9-16-59 
9-ll-59 18 9-16-59 
9-ll-59 9-16-59 
9-12-59 33 9-lS-59 
9-12-59 ZT 9-19-59 
9-12-59 25 9-18-59 
9-13-59 9-19-59 
9-14-59 57 9-21-59 
9-15-59 9-22-59 
9-13-59 28 9-20-59 
Range: 13-66 eggs 
Aversee : 32.6! 15 .98 eggs 
Number or �  
To Hatch 
6 
5 
5 
6 
7 
6 
6 
4 
5 
5 
6 
7 
6 
6 
7 
7 
7 
recorded from an individual female was 66, the m1n1uuun l.3, and the 
average 32.6 eggs per femaJ.e. 
Longevity. 'l!le total l.ength of adul.t l.ife 1n � was  recorded 
far several ind1 vidual moths . These data are presented 1n Tabl.e IV. 
The range of adul.t l.ife was 2-8 days. ibe average number of � of 
l.oDgevity far the male was 2.9 da¥8 and far the female 7 .l. days . 
The Fs 
Description. The egg is elliptical in shape and fl.attened 
dorso-ventral.ly. It appears transpa:r,oent when viewed through the 
microscope. It is almost col.orl.ess, appeari!lg as a dirty white. The 
reticulations are faint 8.Dd very difficult to see through the 
microscope . When observed under high power w1 th the binocular 
microscope, the outl.1ne of the devel.opiDg eJ11brJo is visibl.e beneath 
the chorion (Figure l.6) .  The detail.& of the chorion can be seen 1n 
Figure 17. 
Incubation �. The time passed 1n the egg stage for the 
swmner broods averaged 5 . 9 dqs . The records of l.ength of time 1n 
this stage are presented in Tabl.e III. As is true of the other 
species presented in this paper, the l.ength of time in the egg stage 
averaged l.4 days in the early spring. 
The Larva 
llabi ts. The l.arva usua.l.l.y finds a pl.ace on the l.eaf' between 
two veins and, by spinning a silken web, covers its body while pulling 
the two sides of' the l.eaf' together to form a sil.k l.ined tubul.ar 
TABLE IV 
LOtm:VITY RECClRIS OF Pl'XCHOIDMA PERITANA AlXJLTS 
Adult Date Date Number ot 
Number Emerged Sex Died :oa,s Alive 
� 7-21-59 Ma1e 7-30-59 3 
2 7-28-59 II 7-�-59 4 
3 7-28-59 II 7-31-59 3 
4 7-28-59 II 8-�-59 4 
5 7-29-59 " 7-31-59 2 
6 7-31-59 II 8-3-59 3 
7 8-l-59 II 8-l-59 2 
8 7-30-59 II 8-l-59 2 
9 7-30-59 II 8-3-59 4 
�0 8-2-59 II 8-4-59 2 
Range: 2-4 clap 
Average : 2.9;1; .83 clqs 
ll 8-2-59 Female 8-�0..59 8 
� 8-2-59 " 8-8-59 6 
�3 8-3-59 II 8-l0-59 7 
�4 8-3-59 II 8-ll-59 8 
�5 8-3-59 II 8-�0..59 7 
J.6 8-3-59 " 8-10..59 7 
�7 8-4-59 " 8-�0-59 6 
18 8-4-59 II 8-ll-59 7 
�9 8-4-59 II 8-�-59 8 
20 8-4-59 " 8-ll-59 7 
RaDge: 6-8 dap 
Average: + 7-l- -70 c1qs 
Figure J.6. The egg of Ptychol.oma peritana photographed 
through a binocul.ar microscope. About 45 times natural size. 
Figure �7. The egg of ptycholoma peritana, greatly enlarged. 
Chorion reticulation indicated at A. 
shelter. SOmetimes this same type of structure is formed by an 
overlappins of' leaves . !Ihe leaves in close proximity to the shelter 
are fed upon and pulled together in a mat by webbing. 
First Instar. The first instar la.rvaJ. head capsule averages 
0.18 um. in width. The head appears light yellow in color. The 
body in general is a light brown with a slight greenish hue. Setae 
are evident on the head, thorax, 8Dd abdomen. The duration of' this 
stadium tor the summer broods -averages 3· 8 dap. 
Second Instar. The second instar l..anal head capsule 
averages 0.25 mm. in width. The general. bod¥ color is similar to 
that of' the first instar except that it is possibly a little darker. 
The duration of' this stadium tor the summer broods averages 4.2  da\YS· 
'Dlird Instar. The third instar larvae head capsule averages 
o. !'( mm. in width. In this instar the larval color is of' an overall 
brown color. The head, cervical shield, BDd 8Zl8J. shield are a darker 
brown than those of' earlier instars. The duration of' this stadium 
tor the summer broods averages 5. 0 dl\Y8 .  
Fourth Instar. The fourth instar larval head capsule averages 
0.53 um. in width. This instar is very similar to the third in color. 
The setae are more evident and with sharper detail in this instar. 
The duration of' this instar tor the summer brood averages 5 .2  da¥&· 
Fifth Instar. The firth instar larval head capsule averages 
0 .72 mm. in width. The general color of' the body is a greenish-bronze. 
The head capsule, cervical shield, and anal shield are brown. Under 
magnification, micro-setae are visible over the entire boCcy' surface. 
!ISle setal pattern, head c&a;)sule 1 detaUs of the last two segments 1 
and the mandible are presented in Figure 18. !ISle duration of this 
stadium averages 5 .2  da¥s for the summer broods. , 
The Pupa 
Description. The pupa averages 5 ·9 Dllll. in length (Figure 19) .  
In general, it is unif01"1118l.ly light yellow in color. The OllJ.¥ setae 
seen when the pupa is observed in full face view are those along 
the lateral margin of the abdom1.nal segments . On each segment except 
the last, a tooth arises at the lateral margin beari.Dg a seta. The 
last abdominal segment bears several setae (Figure 19) .  
LeDgth S: � Pup!l stage. �e duration of the pupal stage 
averages 9 . 5 d.a¥8 far the summer broods . Far this species the spring 
brood pupa spends a loDger time in the stage as is the case with all 
other leat roller species studied. Details of the pupal stage dura-
tion can be seen from the labaratary rearing recard of this species 
in the seasonal c;ycle section. 
III . LIFE HISTORY AND HABITS 
OF OLJm!REUTES CESPITANA 
General Distribution and Habits 
Distribution. This species with the vernacular name of the 
Clover-Leaf Caterpillar is found in Europe. In Canada it has been 
reported :f'rom British Columbia, Alberta, Manitoba, and Ontario. 
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A 
B c 
1 .0 m m .  
D 
Figure J.8. i'he larva of ptycholoma peritana. A. The head 
and first two thoracic segments. B. i'he fourth abdom:l.nal. segment . 
c .  The last two abdom:l.nal. segments (a.c .  anal comb ) .  D. Mesal 
view of the right mandible, greatly' enlarged. 
Figure 19. 1he pupa of ptycholoma peri tans., greatly' enlarged. 
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to Calitornia and eastward to Maine and North Carolina. Thus, it 
genera.l:cy covers the northern half of the United states .  It occurs 
in all strawberry procblcing areas of Tennessee. Since clover is a 
predominant host plant, it seems likeJ¥ that this species occurs in 
most of our states . 
� � Injury. The injury' by this species is similar to that 
of the other leaf-rolling species. However, the leaves rolled by 
Olethreutes usuaJ.l¥ fall to the ground and are found in the surface 
rubble at the base of the plants. The leaves are matted together on 
the ground with considerable f'rass found among them. They are con­
sumed to a greater degree by this species thaD by other leaf rollers 
in laboratory rearing. 
Host PJ.ants. Wehrle (1929) reported this species feeding on 
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red clover at Ithaca, New York. Neiswander (1955) reported the species 
on strawberries in Ohio. Th.e writer found the species feedi.ng on 
strawberries in all parts of Tennessee where collections were made . 
The l-t>th 
Description. The adult of this species (Figure 20) , has 
horizontal bands on the wings . 'Dle dark ground color, when contrasted 
w1 th the light colored scales, g1 ves the appearance of two light 
bands. Details of the male and female genitalia are given in Figure 21. 
A more comprehensive description of this species is given in the 
systematics section. 
Dnergence � Mating. 'Jhe adults emerge from the anterior end 
Figure 20. �e adult of Ol.ethreutes cespitana, natural size. 
1 .0 m m. 
FEMALE M A LE 
Figure 21. GenitaJ.ia of the male and female of Olethreutes 
cespita.Da. The left haJ.f ot each is denuded. 
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of the pupal. case l.eaviDg the empt;r � case usually projecting trom 
the rolled shel.ter. In the l.aboratory adul.ts fed on the sugar water 
plugs within a few hours after emergence. .MI!,ting usual.l.y' occurred 
within the tvent;r-four hour period following emergence. Copul.ation 
was not observed in the tiel.d. However, occasional J y dead pairs ot 
moths l.ocked in a copulatory position were observed. 
Oviposition. Egg deposition on stravberr;r l.eaves in the fiel.d 
was not observed during the course ot study. However, in the l.abo­
ratory where onl.;r strawberr:r l.eaves were used as food, the female 
deposited eggs on each side ot the l.eaves, on the sides of the container, 
and on the st1gar water pl.ug caveriDg the container. 
Egg l.qing records for l.aborat017 reared females are presented 
in Table V. The maximum total number ot eggs deposited b;r a siiJgle 
female was 85, the m1nimum 11, and the average !f.2.  
I..cmgevity. Records of the l.ength of adul.t lite in ci.ey's are 
presented in Tabl.e VI. The range of l.ongevi t;r for this species was 
2-11 ci.ey's. The average adul.t life tor the male of this species was 
3· 3 dqs and for the female 7.  4 dqs . 
The Egg 
Description. The egg, although considerably' longer than wide, 
is el.liptical in outline. It is :nattened on the surf' ace by which 
it is attached and has a transparent colorl.ess appearance. This 
transparency makes it difficul.t to discern the fine reticul.ations 
that appear on the chorion (Figure 22) . � devel.opiDg embryo can 
Specimen 
Number 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
TABLE V 
OVIPOSITION RECORIS OF LABORATORY REARED 
SPECIMENS OF OLETHREUTES CESPITANA 
Date of 
Ovi�sition 
6-11-59 
6-12-59 
6-12-59 
6-13-59 
6-15-59 
6-12-59 
6-13-59 
6-15-59 
6-14-59 
6-14-59 
6-14-59 
6-15-59 
6-16-59 
6-15-59 
6-15-59 
6-16-59 
Number of 
F.ggs Laid 
11 
37 
78 
35 
33 
19 
Z'{ 
18 
29 
Date of 
Ecl.osion 
6-15-59 
6-16-59 
6-16-59 
6-18-59 
6-19-59 
6-17-59 
6-18-59 
6-19-59 
6-18-59 
6-19-59 
6-18-59 
6-20-59 
6-20-59 
6-20-59 
6-19-59 
6-21-59 
Range: 11-85 eggs 
Average: + 37.2- 23. 51 eggs 
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Number of Da.ys 
To Hatch 
4 
4 
4 
5 
4 
5 
5 
4 
4 
5 
4 
5 
4 
5 
4 
5 
TABLE VI 
LOZGEVITY RECORIS OF OLE'.lHREDTES CESPITANA ADULTS 
Adult Date Date Number of 
Number Emerged Sex Died Da,vs Alive 
1. 7-20-59 Male 7-23-59 3 
2 7-22-59 II 7-Zl-59 5 
3 7-23-59 II 7-25-59 2 
4 7-24-59 II 7-28-59 4 
5 7-Zl-59 II 7-30..59 3 
6 7-Zl-59 II 7-30..59 3 
7 7-Zl-59 II 8-J.-59 4 
8 7-28-59 II 8-1.-59 3 
9 7-28-59 II 7-30..59 2 
1.0 7-28-59 II 8-2-59 4 
Range:  2-5 � 
Average: + 3- 3- -90 � 
ll 7-1.6-59 Female 7-Zl-59 1.1. 
12 7-1.7-59 7-24-59 7 
1.3 7-1.7-59 7-23-59 6 
1.4 7-20-59 7-Zl-59 7 
1.5 7-20-59 7-28-59 8 
1.6 7-20-59 7-Zl-59 7 
1.7 7-22-59 7-28-59 6 
l.8 7-Zl-59 8-3-59 7 
l.9 7-Zl-59 II 8-5-59 6 
20 7-29-59 II 8-5-59 6 
Range:  6-ll d.l\YS 
Average: 7 ·4! l..5 � 
A 
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Figure 22. The egg of Oletbreutea cespi t81l&1 greatq 
eDJ.a:rged. · Chorion reticulation indicated at A. 
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be observed w1 thin the chorion as shown by' the photograph taken through 
the binOcular microscope (Figure 23) .  !Ihe egg leDgth measurement 
averages 0.88 Dllll. and the width 0.60 mm. 
Incubation �· The duration at the incubation period varies 
with seasonal. broods . In the spri!lg the average time in the egg stage 
was twelve dlqs . For the SU1IIDler broods the egg stage averaged 4.4 
c1a¥S. !Ihe leDgth ot time passed in this stage ot c1evelopment can be 
seen in Table v .. .  
The Larva 
Habits. The ycnmg larvae pull the l.eaf or leaves together with 
silk in lDllch the same matmer as do all the species ot leaf rollers 
found in the Tennessee Complex. However, this species seems to web 
together a larger number at leaves thaD do the others and to move 
rapidly back and forth within this webbed mat when disturbed. It 
also teeds an leaves that have been removed trom the plant several 
dEqs, as re� as on leaves that have been freshly removed trom the 
plant and are still green. These habits JDB¥ account tor the tact 
that this species is found more often than others in leaf litter under­
neath the foliage row. 
First Instar. The first instar head capsule averages 0.19 mm. 
in width and is light brown in color, as is the cervical shield. !Ihe 
general b� color is pale ;yellowish-green. �e head, thorax, and 
abdominal. segments bear setae. The duration ot this stadium averages 
3.  0 days tor the summer broods. 
• :··. I ' 
, J  
Figure 23. The egg ot Olethreutes cespitana photographed 
through a binocular microscope. About 45 times natural size. 
6J. 
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Second Instar. The second instar head capsule averages 0.35 mm. 
in width. The head, cervical shield, and the anal shield are of a 
uniform brown color. The general color of the thorax is yellowish­
brown. The anal comb is prominent at this time. The thorax and abdo­
men have fine granular appearil:Jg reticulations on the surface area 
'When viewed under the binocular microscope. '!his stadium for the 
summer broods averages 4. 0 da¥S .  
Third Instar. The third instar head capsule averages 0 .  58 mm. 
in width. The color for this stage is similar to that of the previous 
instar except for being a little c:'larker in all three body divisions . 
�e duration of this stadium for the SUJID!I2r broods averages 4.4 dqs . 
Fourth Instar. The fourth instar larva head capsule averages 
0.69 mm. in width. The general body color is a cl.q brown. The anal 
shield is a little dat"ker brown than the head and cervical shield. 
The setae are evident on a.ll body regions, appearing light-colored, 
almost transparent, under the binocul.a.r microscope. The average 
duration of this stadium for the summer broods is 4:.6 �s. 
Fifth Instar. The fifth instar head capsule measures o. 84 
mm. in width. Since this is the �ast larval instar, all larval 
characteristics such as setal pattern, general. color, and detalls 
of the anal comb are easily distinguished {Figure 24) . The general 
color is gra;y. The length of the mature larva is 14 mm. The head 
and cervical. shield are yellow in color. The duration of this stadium 
for the summer broods is 5 .  0 d..qs . 
A 
0 
1 .0 m m .  
D 
Figure 24. 'Dle larva of Olethreutes cespitana. A. �e head 
and first tvo thoracic segments. B. 'Dle fourth abdominal segment. 
c.  !lhe l.ast two abdominal. segments (a.c .  anal comb ) .  D. Mesal. view 
of the right mandible, greatl.y enlarged. 
The Pupa 
Description. The pupa is about 7 mm. long (Figure 25) .  The 
general. color is yellowish-brown, the ventral. surface beil:Jg a lighter 
color than the dorsal. surface. Wehrle (1929) states : 
The WiDg cases extend back on the fourth abdom1 naJ. 
segment .  The posterior tarsal. sheaths end at the tips of 
the w1.Dg cases. The dorsum of each abdom:l.Dal segment except 
the first and the tenth, is armed with two rows of transverse 
backward-directed teeth, one rov near the anterior margin 
and the other row near the posterior margin. The tenth 
abdominal segment, or anal segment, is much narrowed and 
mditied, torm:l.Dg the cremaster, which is armed with two 
pairs of lateral. hooks. The lateral hooks are exaurved, 
while the d:istal hooks are curved ventral.. 
Sex can be determined in the pupal stage. Here, as in Ancylis 
compt;ana tragariae and ptzchoJ.oma peritana, the d:istance between the 
anal. slit and gonopore is greater in the tems.le than in the male. 
Length of � Pupal Stage. The duration of the pupal stage 
averages 5 .  8 dqs tor the summer broods. It is longer in the spring 
brood, the length of time va;eying with seasonal temperature. 
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Figure 25. The pupa ot Olethreutes cespitana, great� enlarged. 
SEASONAL CYCLE OF SELECTED LEAF ROLLERS 
Because of their preval.ence, the species and subspecies selected 
for seasonal cycle studies were Aneylis comptana i'ragariae, Ptychol.oma 
peritana, and Olethreutes cespitana. Rearing records for laboratory­
reared specimens and field-collected larvae reared to the adlllt stage 
were examined in order to arrive at the number of annual broods and 
to determine when they occur. Correlated with these rearing records 
were moth counts. These records are SUIIIIIISrized in line graphs . 
All laboratory rearing was done at prevailing room temperatures 
except for one experiment conducted at a constant 70° Fahrenheit 
(Table VII) .  Overwintering larvae were kept in an outdoor screen 
house where the temperatures approximated those in the field. The 
average monthly high, low, and mean (Table VIII) indicates when 
development ceases in the falJ. and resumes in the spring. 
Moth counts of the three selected species were made in the 
following manner . The rows in the strawberry planting were eighty 
feet long. Six rows were selected from this planting for mak1 ng moth 
counts . Four rows separated each selected row. The person who made 
the counts moved slow� down the row in order to avoid disturbiDg 
resting moths. Counts were made early in the morning when moths were 
not very active and not easily disturbed. Counts were begun in June 
and continued untU the middle of September. 
Species 
A. comptsna 
!· comptana 
0. ce!Eitana 
.Q• ce!Eite.Da 
P. J)el"i tana 
P. J)el"itana 
A. cc;,mptana 
A. comptana 
0. ce!}!itana 
o. ce!J)itana 
P. peritana 
P. peritana 
TABLE VII 
LARVAL REARING OF THREE SELECTED LEAF 
ROLLERS AT COJmTAIT (700) VERSUS 
FWCTUAT:mG TEMPERATURE 
Number Jays 
Date of Date Date Ec:Losion to 
Eclosion Pupa Adult Adult stye 
8-15-59 9-2-59 9-8-59 24 
8-21-59 9-7-59 9-4-59 2l 
7-29-59 8-22-59 8-26-59 28 
7-29-59 8-24-59 8-29-59 31 
8-25-59 9-17-59 9-25-59 31 
8-25-59 9-17-59 9-21-59 28 
8-15-59 9-9-59 9-25-59 41 
8-21-59 9-15-59 9-26-59 36 
7-29-59 9-1-59 10-5-59 38 
7-29-59 9-1-59 10-8-59 41 
8-25-59 9-23-59 9-30.� 36 
8-24-59 9-14-59 9-24-59 31 
Rearing 
Tem,perature 
Room Temp. 
II II 
II II 
II II 
II " 
II " 
70°F 
II 
II 
II 
II 
II 
1956 
High 
Low 
Mean 
1957 
High 
Low 
Mean 
1958 
High 
Low 
Mean 
1959 
High 
Low 
Mean 
TABLE VIII 
THE MON.fBLY AVERAGE HIGH, LOW, AliD MEAN �  
AS BECORDED BY TBE tmiVERBITY OF TmmESSEE 
WEATHER STATION 1956-59 
Jan Feb Mar Apr Mil¥ Jun Jul.¥ .Aug Sept 
43.2  55 · 5  61.8  67.6 81.7 87- 3  89·5  91.0 81. 4  
28. 5  39-1 39.8 47.2 59·8 63.6 67-7 67·7 59·7 
35 ·9  47- 3  50.8 57-4 70.8 75 ·5  78.6 19·3 70.6 
49-6 58.6 58·9  76.0 82.7 88.0 92.4 91-5  83-9 
32·4  41.9 4o. 5 52-1 58-9 66.9 68.8 66.1 64.0 
41.0  50. 3 49·7 64.1 70.8 17·5 8o.6 78.8 74.0 
44.1 43.1 55 -1 71- 3  ao.8 88.0 89-5 89- 3  85 .4 
28.6 23.6 39 -0 48.3 58.2 64.8  69 -3  67- 3.... .61·7 
3().4  33-lt. 47 .1 59-8 69-5 76.4  79-4 78- 3  73-6 
47. 0  52.4  58- 5  11·5 82.2 86.7 91.0 91-7  85 -9 
29-1 33-4 36-7 49·7 60.5  64.2 67-5  68.1 61.5  
38.1 42-9 47.6 60.6 71.4  75 ·5  19· 3 19·9 73·7 
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Oct Nov Dec 
75 ·5  60.2 59 ·9 
54.8 39·1 43.2 
65 . 2  lt-9-7 51.6 
66.8 60.8  52.8 
48.7 42.1 35 ·7 
57 ·8 51·5  44. 3 
73-0 64. 3 46.4 
48.9 41. 4  28.3  
6l..o 52·9 37-4 
72.8  58- 5  50.2 
53·3 37· 3  33·2 
63.1 47-9 41.7 
I .  SEASONAL CYCLE OF ANCYLIS COMPTANA FRAGARIAE 
The records of l.aboratary reared specimens of this subspecies 
(Table IX) are for the summer broods. The moth counts (Figure 26) 
were made in order to determine peaks of summer brood. moth activity. 
These peaks correlate quite closely with the peak of moth emergence 
in laboratory reared specimens. 
The earliest field collected moths were taken on a farm three 
miles west of KDoxville on *t'ch 15, 1957. In 1958 and 1959 the moths 
of this subspecies vere observed around the miadl.e of March. (Adul.ts 
were seen in the field in November of 1956 and 1957 . ) 
Some field collected l8.1"V8e (Table X) were reared to the adult 
stage in the laborato:ey to determiDe correlation with specimens reared 
from. egg to adult stage in the laboratory. These records show that 
the time passed in the pupal stage is longer for this brood that reaches 
a peak in June thaD for the followiDg two broods . 
Larvae collected in the fall and placed in the outdoor screen 
house to overwinter (Table XI) spent considerab]¥ more time in the 
pupal stage thaD did uy of the so-desigDated 8UDIDie1" broods . 
In the life history of this subspecies (Figure 27) there are 
four broods anmUll 1 y in Telmessee. The overwintering stage fOr this 
leaf roller is the larva. 
Specimen 
Humber 
53 
58 
6 
8 
20 
94 
95 
99 
1.02 
73 
BaDge 
TABLE IX 
LABORfd'ORY .REARIBG RroORm OF .Al'roYLIS COMPTANA 
mAGARIAE FROM EGG THROUGH ADJLT STAGE 
Brood 
Humber 
3 
3 
3 
3 ' 
3 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
Number 
Jlap in 
Fa stye 
6 
6 
4 
5 
5 
5 
6 
6 
6 
6 
4-6 
Number Number 
lla¥& in Dap in 
Larva Stye PuE!; Bt!ie 
24 6 
24 6 
2l. 6 
22 9 
20 7 
24 7 
1.7 6 
20 5 
22 6 
1.8 6 
1.7-24 5--9 
Average 5 .2t .67 21.212.35 6.4±1..1.9 
70 
Total. DB\YS 
F€g to 
Adult 
36 
36 
3l 
36 
32 
36 
29 
3J. 
34 
30 
29-36 
33·l.t2.81 
II) 
CD 
� 
2 0 0  
1 90 
1 80 
1 70 
1 60 
I SO 
1 4 0 
Q 
1&.1 
t- 1 30 
z 
� 1 20 
0 
(/) 1 1 0 
::r 
1-
0 1 0 0  
2 
1&. 
0 
a: 1&.1 m 
2 
:1 
z 
90 
80 
7 0  
6 0  
4 0  
2 0  
1 0  
0���----------�--��--��----��--��--��--��----�� 
23 26 29 3 7 10 14 17 21 24 28 31 4 7 I I  1 4  18 2 1  2 5  28 I 4 8 
J U N E  J U LY A U G .  S E PT. 
Figure 26. Moth counts of Ancylis cOJgPtana for summer of 1959· 
-.:1 
TABLE X 
BEARIIm RECORIG FOR FIELD COLLEC'JED LARVAE OF 
ANCYLIS COMPTANA FRAG.ARIAE 
Date Larval Date Date Number Da¥s in 
Collected Ins tar lupa.ted Adult Pup!! Stege 
5-l.7-57 5th 5-20-57 5-31-57 ll 
5-l.7-57 5th 5-23-57 6-l.-57 9 
5-l.7-57 5th 5-20-57 5-29-57 9 
5-l.5-57 5th 5-l.7-57 5-29-57 l.2 
5-l.7-57 5th 5-20-57 6-3-57 l.4 
R&Dge: 9-l.4 � 
Average : u± l..9 Cia¥& 
72 
Stage 
2nd Insta.r 
" II 
II II 
II II 
II II 
II II 
II II 
II II 
II II 
" " 
TABLE XI 
REARING RECORll3 OF OVERWINTERING LARVAE OF 
ANCILIS COMPTANA FRAGARIAE 
Date Date 
Collected Pupated 
9-ZT-57 3-12-58 J 
9-�-57 3-9-58 
9-�-57 3-9-58 
9-27-57 3-7-58 
9-27-57 3-9-58 
9-27-57 3-9-58 
9-27-57 3-18-58 
9-27-57 3-9-58 
9-27-57 . 3-14-58 
9-27-57 3-9-58 
73 
Date 
Adul.t 
4-5-58 
4-15-58 
4-17-58 
4-12-58 
4-5-58 
4-5-58 
4-2o-58 
4-12-58 
4-17-58 
4-8-58 
J A N  I F E B  I M A R I A P R  I M AY I J U N E I J U LY I AU G I S E PT I O C T  I N O V  I D E C 
E G G  
LA R VA 
P U PA 
A D U LT 
Figure 2:(. Lite History ot Ancrlis comptana fragariae. 
� 
II. SEASONAL CYCLE OF P.rYCHOLOMA PERITANA 
This species was reared in the laboratcxcy in the same manner 
75 
as were the other selected species. Rearing data (Table XII) summarize 
the length of time passed in each stage of development for summer broods. 
These data correlate vi th the peaks of summer brood moth counts 
(Figure 28) .  
The records of overwintering larvae of this species (Table XIII) 
indicate a considerably longer pupal stage for the spring brood. In 
this species, time passed in the pupal. stage is much longer than for 
either .Ancylis conwtana :f."raga.riae or Oletbreutes cespitana. 
This species has three broods annuaJ.ly in Temlessee {Figure 29) .  
The overwintering stage is the larva. 
III. SEASONAL CYCLE OF OLETHREUTES CESPITANA 
Laboratcxcy rearing data for the larvae of this species as presented 
in Table XIV show the time passed in the different stages for the summer 
brood. Moth counts (Figure 30) were employed in order to determine 
peaks of adult activity in the field. 
Overwilltering larvae of this species were kept in the outdoor 
screen house. !lhe records {Table XY) give the length of time in the 
pupal. stage of the spring brood before reaMing the adult stage. 
This species has, as does .Ancylis com;ptana ::l"ragariae, four 
TABLE XII 
LABORATORY REARING RECORIS OF Pn'CHOLOMA PERITANA 
FROM EGG THROUGH T.fiE ADULT STAGE 
Specimen 
. Ifam&er 
�5a 
�5b 
20a 
20b 
24a 
24b 
25a 
25b 
27a 
27b 
Range 
Average 
Brood 
lfumber 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
Number 
Dqs in 
Fa Stye 
6 
6 
6 
6 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5-6 
+ 5 ·�.lf8 
Number Number 
Da¥B in �8 iD. 
Larva stage Pupa Stye 
� 9 
� ll 
2l 5 
2l � 
2l 14 
2l � 
23 11 
23 7 
25 7 
25 7 
21-27 7-�4 
23.4!2.33 9- �-76 
Total navs 
Egg to 
Adult 
42 
44 
32 
39 
4o 
38 
39 
35 
37 
37 
32-44 
38. 3:!:3.23 
1 0 0 
9 0  
0 wa o � 
z 
::l7 Q 0 
0 
cn60 
:J: 
� 50 
::E 
1.1. 4 0  0 
0::: 30 l&J m 
::E 20 ::> 
z 
1 0  
o l I I I 'e: : : �t  ,...., t t I t 1 0 I I I I I J 
23 26 29 3 7 1 0  1 4  17  2 1  24 28 31 4 7 I l 14 18 2 1  2 5  28 I 4 8 
J UN E  J U LY AUG. SE PT. 
Figure 28. Moth counts of ptycholoma peritana for summer of 1959· 
� 
Date 
Isolated 
9-20-58 
9-20-58 
9-2l.-58 
9-22-58 
9-22-58 
9-23-58 
9-25-58 
9-26-58 
9-26-58 
9-29-58 
TABLE XIII 
REARING RECORm OF OVERwmTEEW'lG LARVAE 
OF Pl'YCHOLOMA PERITANA 
stage Date Date 
Iso1ated Pupated Adul.t 
1st Insta:r 4-20-59 5-10-59 
II II 4-2l.-59 5-10-59 
II " 4-23-59 5-12-59 
II II 4-23-59 5-l.2-59 
II " 4-23-59 5-ll-59 
" II 4-25-59 5-l.2-59 
" II 4-25-59 5-16-59 
II II 4-27-59 5-17-59 
II " 4-29-59 5-19-59 
II II 5-l-59 5-19-59 
78 
1\Tumber of 
Specimens 
5 
6 
3 
3 
10 
4 
4 
5 
10 
5 
J A N  I F E B  I M A R  I A P R  I M AY I J U N E I J U LY I AU G I S E PT I  O C T  I N O V  I D E C  
E G G  
LA R VA 
PU PA 
A D U LT 
Figure 29. Life history of ptycb.oloma ;peri tans.. 
\(} 
TABLE XIV 
LABORATORY REARING RECORm OF OLE'lBBEUTES CESPHANA 
FROM EGG THROUGH AWLT STAGE 
-- Number Number Number 
Specimen Brood Dqs in � in  Days in 
Number Number Egg stage Larva Stage Pupa stage 
54 3 5 23 5 
56 3 5 23 3 
78 3 5 25 5 
79 3 6 21 8 
137 3 4 17 7 
144 4 6 17 5 
9 4 5 �9 7 
4� 4 4 � 4 
JK) 4 5 2l 7 
49 4 5 �7 7 
Range 4-6 �7-� 3-8 
Average 5.0"! .63 2l..o!3. 36 5 .8!�.54 
80 
Total Da¥s 
Egg to 
Adult 
33 
3l 
35 
35 
28 
28 
3l 
35 
33 
29 
28-35 
3l· '(±2.68 
8J. 
co 
v ..:  
0.. 
1&1 
- 0  
co 
t.s2- N . 0\ 
It) II'\ N � 
N � 
co I :! 
,... . � Cl 
:::> � v <  jj; � v N II 
i\i i ,... :! 
292 2 8 
89 ..... ,... )-
� 
;.I II 
LZ2-
:::> 
i If) .,  l£t. - G> N u 
6l£ .. co � N w t.LZ - z 10 :::> 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 N -,  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0) co ,... co It) v If) � co ,... co It) v If) N N 0 0) • 
0 3 .L N O O O  S H .L O W  .:10 � 38 W O N  � 
j 
Date 
Isolated 
9-29-58 
9-30-58 
10-1-58 
10-2-58 
10-4-58 
10-6-58 
10.7-58 
10-8-58 
J.0-10-58 
10-ll-58 
TABLE XV 
REARING RECORIXS OF OVERWIDTERING LARVAE OF 
OLETI:IREUTES CESPITANA 
stage Date Date 
Isolated Pupa.ted Adult 
1st Instar 3-20-59 4-1-59 
n II 3-22-59 4-5-59 
II II 3-29-59 4-15-59 
n n 4-5-59 4-22-59 
" II 4-5-59 4-21-59 
II II 4-7-59 4-24-59 
II II 4-6-59 4-28-59 
II II 4-8-59 4-28-59 
" II 4-8-59 4-29-59 
II II 4-9-59 4-28-59 
82 
Number ot 
Specimens 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
J.O 
10 
J.O 
10 
83 
broods annually (Figure 31) under Tennessee conditions and overwinters 
in the J.arvaJ. stage . 
J A N  I F E B  I M A R  I A P R  I M AY I J U N E I J U LY I A U G I S E PT I O C T  I N O V  I D E C  
E G G 
LA R VA 
PU PA 
A D U LT 
Figure 3].. Life history of O�ethreutes cespitana. 
�· 
BIOLOGICAL NOTE ON EIGHT OTHER STRAWBERRY 
LEAF ROLLER SPECIES 
Host Plants and Distribution 
'lhis species which vas found quite of'ten on strawberries in 
Tennessee, has a great number of host p1ants, having been reported 
on the following: cranbe:ITy', appl.e, ceJ.ery-, corn, red and white 
clover, pitch and white pine, honey l.ocust, willow, great burdock, 
tall. buttercup, bl.ue and white vervain, horseweed, J.arch, hawthorn, 
and Scots pine (Martin, 1958) .  It is distributed trom Mississippi, 
Florida, Col.arado, Utah, and the state of Washington northward 
(Beckwith, 1938) . 
Description and Type InJury 
This species has the vernacuJ.ar name of False YeJ.l.ov Head or 
SUlfur Leaf Roller . Forbes (l88la.) gives a general description of the 
moth (Figure 32) as follows: 
'lhis insect � be described in general terms as a 
brownish yeJ.l.ov moth, the fore wings of Which are marked 
by two V-shaped brown bands (the apex of the angl.e pointing 
baclarards) ,  so placed that when the wings are closed these 
marking form an x. 
�s species is further described in the systematics section 
of this paper . 
The damage from this species of l.eat roller is very sim11 ar to 
that of the three sel.ected species previously discussed, the � 
86 
Figure 32. �e adult of S;parganothis sul.tureana, natural size. 
difference bei.Jlg tha� this species is a more voracious feeder 1 consum­
ing a large number at leaves in a shorter time. 
Other BioJ.ogie&l. Observations 
Records were kept on the larvae at this species as to head 
capsule width and the number of clap passed in each l.arva.l. 1nstar 
far the August brood. 9lese are SUIIIIDEL1"ized and the average of each 
record is given in Tabl.e XVI .  
Lcmgevity recards were kept far different groups (ten or more 
to a container) of Sparganothis sultureana eggs 1 larvae 1 and pupae . 
This information is SllJ11111B,rized in Table XVII. 
�e line graph of math ccnmts presented in Figure 33 gives 
some indication concel"Di.Dg the number of broods .  This information, 
coupled with reariDg records obtained in the laboratory 1 indicates 
that this species bas three mmuaJ broods. 
Choristoneura rosaceana 
Host PJ.ants and Distribution 
This species was reported as a dewberry pest in utah by 
Knowlton and Allen in 1937. Craighead (1950) lists it as a general 
feeder on deciduous trees and sbrubs 1 particularq those of the fam:t:cy 
Rosaceae. Martin (1958) gives the following host plants in Ontario: 
white sweet clover, yellow goatsbeard, apple, and Scots pine. In 
Tennessee 1 this species was found on strawberries. 
TABLE XVI 
AVERAGE HEAD CAPSULE WII7m OF EACll LARVAL IM>TAR 
Aim AVERAGE WRATION OF EACH LARVAL STADIUM 
OF SPARGANOTBIS SULFUREANA 
First SecODd Third Fourth Fifth Sixth 
Instar IDstar IDstR Instar ID.star Inster 
Head capsule 
Width O.l.Bmm 0.25mm o.48mm o.66mm o.8J..um l..l.6mm 
Average Num-
ber ot :De¥& 
in Each sta-
dium 4 2 2 3 3 8 
88 
Date of 
Oviposi-
No. tion 
31 6-29-59 
33 7-1.-59 
39 7-3-59 
32 6-30-59 
51. 7-1.0-59 
TABLE XVII 
REARING RECORm OF SPARGAN<mliS SULFUREANA 
F.ROM EGG TO AOOLT 
.W.'te 
Date Date First 
Date First Last Moth 
Hatched Pupated Pupated Emergence 
7-4-59 7-ZT-59 7-30-59 7-29-59 
7-6-59 7-27-59 7-ZT-59 7-30-59 
7-5-59 7-27-59 7-31-59 8-3-59 
7-4-59 7-25-59 7-29-59 7'1'"30-59 
7-1.6-59 8-5-59 8-9-59 8-l.Q-59 
m�e--
Last No . Da¥s 
Moth Fg to 
Emergence Adult 
8-4-59 30-33 
7-31-59 29-30 
8-3-59 29-31. 
8-3-59 30-33 
8-1.4-59 31-35 
& 
1 0 0 
9 0  
0 
� 80 
z 
g 7 0  
0 
Cl) 60 
:1: 
1-
0 50 
� 
la.. 40 0 
0:: 30 ILl 
m 
� 20 ::::» 
z 
1 0  
0 
23 26 29 3 7 10 14 1 7  21 24 28 3 1  4 7 I I  14 18  21 25 28 I 4 8 
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Figure 33· )t)th counts ot Sparganothis sulfurenana tor the summer ot 1959. 
'8 
This species is found from Nova Scotia to British Columbia 
and throughout most of the Un1 ted States (Craighead, 1950) . It has 
aJ.so been reported from the island of Guam in the Pacific Ocean 
(Vandenburg, 192(5) . 
Description and T,ype of ID.1uq 
This species has the vernacula:r name ot Oblique-banded Leaf 
Roller. n,.e adult moth (Figure 34) described in the systematics 
section can be identified by' the c:hevroll-llke stripes found on the 
wiDgs when at rest . 'lhe adult ot this species is the largest of all 
leaf rollers incl.uded in the ccm:plex. 
91 
Damage takes the farm ot ralled leaves, webbed together, and 
quite often partial.q or total.q consumed by' the larvae . The large 
size of these larvae enabl.es a small DUDiber to do considerable damage 
on occasions to Tennessee strawber17 pl.aDtiDgs. 
Records were kept on the larvae of this species . The average 
head capsule width and the average number ot � passed in each 
larval 1nstar are given in Table XVIII. 
ihree azmual broods are indicated tar this species in i'ennessee. 
This concl.usion as to number is based on rearing records (Table XIX) 
ollly. The number of moths counted in the field was not large enough 
to give szq cl.eu-cut peaks of abundance . 
Platynota tlavedana 
Host Plants and Distribution 
This species of leaf roller vas reported by Summerland and 
size. 
Figure 34. The adult of Charistoneura rosaceana, natural 
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TABLE XVIII 
AVERAGE BEAD CAPSULE Wim'Ji OF EACH INSTAR AND 
AVERAGE WRATION OF EACH LARVAL STADIUM 
OF CHORISTONEURA ROSACEANA 
First Second Third Fourth Fitth 
Instar Ins tar Ins tar Ins tar Insta.r 
Head Capsule 
Width O.l8mm 0 .37mm. 0.55mm. o.86mm l-30mm 
Average Num-
ber of �s 
in Each Sta-
dium 2 4 2 4 5 
93 
Sixth 
Insta.r 
l.9Qmm 
TABLE XIX 
�OIIDS OF LENGTH OF TIME FROM ECLOSION TO '!'BE AWLT 
STAGE FOR CHORISTUNEtlRA ROSACEANA 
Specimen D�:�¥s Eclosion �8 Pupa 
Number To Pgpa To Adult 
63 22 7 
65 22 1 
66 22 7 
68 26 7 
69 23 6 
70 20 8 
71 22 7 
84 28 7 
85 21 8 
86 23 8 
87 29 7 
88 23 8 
89 28 7 
91 24 7 
93 25 7 
Range: 28-36 deys 
+ Average: 31.1-2.52 days 
Total Days 
Eclosion 
To Adult 
29 
29 
29 
33 
29 
28 
29 
35 
29 
31 
36 
31 
35 
31 
32 
95 
Jlam1 J ton (1954) as feeding on peaches in Indiana and as a pest of 
roses in New Jersey according to c .  c .  Hamilton (194o) . Bottimer 
(1926) found it on yellow rq flowers ot llelianthus sp .  and Eupatorium 
composittolium Walter, in Texas. Neisvander (1.944) found this pest 
injuring straWberries in Ohio. The insect bas been found on straw­
berries in Tennessee periodicaJ.l1' throughout the course of this study. 
The number present in 8.Di,V' one year was not enoush to be damagiDg 
UDJ.ess present with other species or the complex. This species was 
also found in Me¥ 1957 on Begopia, in a Knoxville, Tennessee residence. 
Platynota flavedana bas been reported from New Jersey, New 
York, Ohio, Indiana, Illinois, Kentuck;y, Tennessee, and Texas . These 
reports indicate that it probabJ¥ occurs throughout the United States . 
Description and T1Pe of ID,jury 
i!lis species bas purplish scales in the middle portion of the 
wing that appear as a raised surface when the wings are viewed at rest . 
Figure 35, a natural size photograph ot the moth, supplemented by the 
description in the systematics section, facil.itates identification. 
The injury is in the form ot rolled l.eaves that have been frqed, 
webbed together as a hiding pl.ace, and partiall.y consumed adJacent to 
this rolled hiding chamber. 
Tortrix pa.Uorana 
Host Plants and Distribution 
!�his species has been reported on numerous host plants . Snow 
1 
I .  
Figure 35 · The adult ot Plat;ynota flavedana, natural. size. 
and McCl.ellan (1951) found it to be a pest of seed alfalfa in utah. 
Dean (1928) and Smith et !:! (1943) reported damage to aJ.falfa in Kansas . 
Schott (1925) reported its causing injury to roses in New Jersey. 
McDaniel (1936) found injury being done to young pine trees in Michigan 
nurseries . The pest was reported damag:fng straliberries ear:cy in the 
s:pring in Missouri by- Smith (194J.) . Martin (1958) listed several. host 
plants for southern Ontario 1 amoDg which vere white sweet clover 1 
alfalfa, y-ellow goatsbea:rd1 bleilder campion, goldeDrod, dandelion, 
Scots pine, and white pine. In Temlessee it has often been found on 
strawberries and, on one occasion in 19581 damaging alfalfa in Knox 
county-. 
The distribution, accord:ll:Jg to Forbes (1923) 1 is from Massa­
chusetts tO D 1 1 DOiS 1 MiSSouri and Texas • In the :preceding paragraph 
on host plants, some additicmal areas have been added to the observa­
tions of Forbes. 
Description and Type of Injury 
!�he moth (Figure 36) has no characteristic wing marld.Dgs as do 
other species in the complex. The description in the systematic 
section and the key to the adult will make identification of this 
�ecies possible . 
According to Snow and McCl.ellan (1951), the injury to alfalfa 
in utah takes the form of tied racemes of flowers. 'lhe injury to 
alfalfa in Tennessee was similar to that reported from utah. The 
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Figure 36. The adult of Tortrix pallorana, naturaJ. size . 
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damage to strawberries is not tml 'ike that b�ing done by other species 
in the complex. 
Argyrotaenia vel.utinana 
Host Plants and Distribution 
'lhis species bas been reported as the principal insect pest 
of the apple by Harman (�9lf8) in llew York. It is a pest in the apple 
sections of Virginia and West Virginia. It was found on strawberries 
in Knox County, Telmessee in September �958 and in October �959. It 
has been reported often as a pest of �  tree fruits, small fruits, 
truck crops' weeds, 8Dd ornamentals . 
Description and �  at InJury 
ibis species is known b;y the vel.'D8CUl.a1:' name of Red Banded 
Leaf Roller. 
The moth (Figure 'n) CBD be identified from the description 
and key to adlll.ts in the systematics section of this paper. This is 
a fairly �a:rge moth when coDq)a:red With other species of the complex. 
Its viDg expanse is 12-�5 mm. 
The damage is much the same as that of other �ea:t: roller species . 
On the occasions that this species was found on strawberries in 
Tennessee it was al.�s in cl.ose proximity to fruit trees. The feeding 
damage resembl.es skel.etonizing more than the damage typical of other 
species in the complex. Leaf veins are �eft as a framework instead 
of �eaves being totally consumed or roJJ.ed. 
' · ,· · . . · ., f ' ' ) 
' -� 
1 1 
·.·� 
Figure '57. !!he adul.t of Arprotaenia velut:inaua, 3·5 times 
natural size . 
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Archips argyrospUa 
Host Plants and Distribution 
This species attacks a large number of fruit trees. Herrick 
and Leiby (1915) found the larvae abundant on plum, pear, quince, 
apple, and cherry trees . Gillette (1892) observed this species on 
apple, plum, cherry, hOJ:J.ey locust, rose, currant, gooseberry, and a 
species of Cercocarpus known as deer bush. Packard (1870) reports 
101. 
it on oak, black walmlt, maple, che:rr.y, and Cali:tarnia horse chestnut. 
stedman (1906) found this species an apricot, osage orange, box elder, 
sassafras, and hazelnut. Gill (1913) reported the entire peach crop 
in the vicinity of Riverside, New Mexico, destroyed in 1909 and 1910. 
In Tennessee this species was collected from strawberries and peaches 
in 1958 and 1959· 
The pest is found throughout the United states. Packard (1885) 
reported it from Maine to Georgia, Texas ,  and M:Lssouri, and as being 
not uncOIIID)D on the Pacific coast. 
Description and 'lpe ID,1uey 
!Lhis species is known by the vernacular name of Fruit Tree Leaf 
Roller. 
ihe moth (Figure 38) has sUvery markings on the w:l.Dgs which, 
when the moth is at rest, take the form of those found in the key to 
adults presented in the systematics section of this paper. 
The type ot injury and typical rolling of leaves is much the 
Figure 38. The adult ot Archips argyrospila, 3·5 times 
natural. size. 
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same as those of aey of the leaf roller species . This species was 
found also in strawberry plantings near orchards in Tennessee collect­
ions. 
Aneylis muricana 
Biological Note 
This species vas rea.t"ed to the adult stage from field collected 
larvae � twice c1uriDg ·the course of the stuay. The moth (Figure 39) 
was identified by' a specialist at the u. s. NatiOD&l l&lseum. The 
species was not reared often enough, or in large enough numbers to 
make a larval. description possibl.e. Since this species has never had 
aey economic status, literature on it has not been found. The moth 
was included in the key' to adults in the systematic section of this 
paper. 
Blal.onia apgustana 
Biological Note 
This species was re&Ted once from field collected larvae duri.Dg 
the course of study. The larva is not described because it vas reared 
only once from field collected larvae . The moth (Figure 40) has a 
diamond-like marking on the wings that allows this species to be 
separated from other species in the compl.ex. 
l 
I 
I 
I 
i 
I 
Figmoe 39· The a.Cbll.t of Aneyl.is muricima, natural size. 
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Fiiure 4o. '!he adult at :Blal.onia angustana, natural size. 
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Outbreaks of l.eat rollers occur sporadica.lly in Tennessee. 
One factor that seems to be very ili;IOrtant in the reduction in a 
�arge popul.ation is the �d-up of' parasites in the area of' occurrence.  
nus accumulation of' pa.rasi tes reaches the greatest concentration in 
ate summer or early f'all in areas mere populations of' �eat roller 
�arvae have been high. 
:nn-1ng the course of' this �, l.eat roller l.arvae were 
collected in the f'iel.d, brought to the laboratory, 8l1d reared in order 
to observe the degree of parasitism, as well as the species of para­
sites, and their rel.ative importance, in our area. All parasite 
identifications were made b)" specialists in different groups working 
f'or the USDA, .Agricul.turaJ. Research Service at Bel.tsville, Mary�d. 
Parasites of Ancylls compt&Da trage.l"iae 
A comprehensive study of the parasites of Ancylls conwt;&Da 
tryariae was made b)" H.  s. McConn� at the University of' Maryl.and 
in �932. He found that the ichneumonid, Cremastus coold.i Weed, was 
the principal pa.rasi te of' this species in Mary�and. '!his author aJ.so 
found that C .  cookii is present in Tennessee and probably aids in 
the suppression of' the strawberry- �eat rol.J.er on strawberries . In 
Ma:eyland f'iel.ds where �eat roller inf'estions persist, this persistence 
is apparent� the resul.t of' a reduction in numbers of' c .  cookii b)" 
seconda:ey' pa.rasi tes, especi&J.:cy Perilampus !1!.. 
1.07 
Since Ancyl.is com,ptana fragariae is the most important l.eaf 
roller in the Tennessee Compl.ex, a more thorough study of its natural 
enemies was undertaken. Fifteen different species of parasites were 
reared from this species, most of which were primary' parasites . 
Meterous tracb;ynotus Vier and Goniozus pl.atynotae Ashm. were reared 
from this species in the l.a:rgest numbers. 
The systematics ot the parasite species are given in Tabl.e XX. 
Tb.ese parasites of Ancyl.is comptana i"ragariae are given in the order 
of their abunclaDce in the Tennessee Compl.ex. 
Gcmiozus pl&tynotae Ashm. 
The female parasite attaches the eggs to the intersegmental 
area of the host 's  abdomen. After hatching and feeding in the inter­
segmental area, the l.arvae spin cococms attached to the host and 
usually cl.i.Ilg in a series along the host ' s  abdomen. The l.argest 
number ot cocoons on one host from which the parasites emerged was 
seven. The cocoons are brown in col.or (Figure 41.) • 
This species was the most numerous ot any parasite reared trom 
Ancy:lis cODq)tana fragariae. It also parasitizes other l.eat rol.l.er 
species in the Tennessee Compl.ex. 
Meteorus tracl1lnotus Vier 
The whitish cocoons of this species are often found sticking 
to, or in cl.ose proximity to, a dead l.eat roller l.arva (Figure 42) . 
This species was reared in l.arge numbers from fiel.d collected para­
sitized l.eat roller J.arvae . 
TABLE XX 
INSECT SPECIES PARASITIC ON ANCYLIS 
COMPT.ANA FRAGARIAE IN TENNESSEE 
Species Order Fam:Uy 
GoniOZUS platynatae Ashm. Hymenoptera Betby'l.idae 
Meteorus tra.c&notus Vier Hymenoptera Braconidae 
Anachaetopsis tarticiis ( Coq. ) Diptera Larvaevoridae 
Temel.ucha cookii (Weed) Hymenoptera Icbneumonidae 
Trichogramma minutum Ril.ey Hymenoptera Trichogrammatidae 
Eup].ectrus pl.ath.yPeD!e Bov. Hymenoptera Eulophidae 
Oncopb.a.ues americanus (Weed) Hymenoptera Braconidae 
Microbracon gel.echiae (Ashm. ) Hymenoptera Braconidae 
Itopl.ectus conquissitor ( Sq) Hymenoptera Icbneumonidae 
Pimpl.a aequali a Prov. Hymenoptera Icbneumonidae 
Macrocentrus ;pallisteri Degant Hymenoptera Braconidae 
Ascogaster mimetica Vier Hymenoptera Braconidae 
Perilam,pus :f'u.l.vicornus Asbm. Hymenoptera Peril.ampidae 
Bracb;ymeria ovata { Sq) Hymenoptera Chalcididae 
Bracb;ymeria hammari ( Cwfd. ) Hymenoptera Chalcididae 
lo8 
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Figure 4J.. The adlllt of Goniozus platyp.otae Ashm. photographed 
through a binocul.ar microscope. Specimen is about Dine times natural 
size. 
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Figure 42. '!he adult and cocoon of Meteorus tr�otus Vier. 
About nine times natural. size. 
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Anachaetopsis tortricis (eoq. ) 
nus species was the onJ.y dipterous pa:rasi te reared from a leaf' 
roller (Figure 43) .  The adult emerges from the host pupa, the pupa­
rium ot the parasite being constructed within the host pupal case. 
This species was reared from host leaf' roller larvae in each ot the 
tour years ot study. The leaf' roller larva still teeds and pupates 
after being parasitized; thus a certa.1n amount of foliage is consumed 
before death ot the host. 
Temelucha coold.i (Weed) 
!�his was the most important species in a Maryland leat roller 
parasite study (McCa:mell 1932) . It kills the host just before 
pupating. The parasite larva eats its wey out of the dead host and 
spins a cocoon. It is light browniah•g:L"S¥ in color. This species, 
a hymenopterous parasite (Figure 44) , has been recorded from other 
species of leat rolling lepidopterous larvae . It was reared from 
la:rva.e ot the strawberry leat roller, Aneylis couwt;ana fragariae, 
duriDg 1958 only. 
Trichogramma minutum Rlley 
This irisect attacks the egg stage ot the leat roller. It was 
collected onl.y once during the period of study. It is a valuable 
parasite when present in numbers because it attacks most species in 
the complex and destroys the leat roller larvae before foliage is 
destroyed. Because ot the extremely small size, the parasites were 
pl.aced on a slide and photographed through a binocul.a.r microscope 
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Figure 43. The adul.t ot .Anachaetopsis tortricis (Coq. ) .  
About nine times natural size . 
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Figure 44. 1:he adult of Temelucha cook:Li (Weed) . About nine 
times natural. size. 
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{Figure 45) .  
EupJ.ectrus pl.atbypenae How. 
This parasite {Figure lt6)1 a eymenopterous parasite, was col.­
lected frequentl.y durillg the period of study but never reached numbers 
that would cause any great reductiOil in J.eat rol.ler l.anae. 
Oncopb.anes americanus (Weed) 
This species (Figure 47) was reared cm:cy in small numbers from 
leaf roller J.srvae and col.lected � in Olle year of the stuey 1 l.957· 
Mi.crobracOil selechiae (Ashm. ) 
Accardil:Jg to McCcmneJ l (l.932)1 this species (Figure 48) stUigs 
the host J.arva, causillg pa;ra.cysis1 a.tter which it attaches its eggs.  
After hatch.iDg, the parasite larvae feed exterD&ll.;r on the host. The 
brown cocoons spun by the parasite can be observed in a folded leat 
w1 th the dead host. Up to seven cocoons looseq ccmnected have been 
observed on a single host larva. This species was present during 
each of the four years of this S"tucV 1 but never in great numbers. 
Ito;plectus conquisitor (Sa.y) 
This insect (Figure 49) was present d1lr1Dg each year of the 
stuccy- in small. numbers. It emerges from the host pupal. case. 
P1mpJ.a aequalis Prov. 
Th1s species (Figure 50) was present dllrUig each year in small 
numbers. It emerges from the host pupal case. 
L 
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Figure 45 .  The adults of T.richogramma minutum Riley. About 
nine times natural size. 
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Figure 46 • .  The adult of Eup].ectrus plath;y:penae How. About 
nine times natural. size. 
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Figure 47 .  The adul.t and cocoon of Onco;pb.anes americanus 
(Weed) . About nine times natural size . 
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Figure 48. The adult of Microbracon gel.echiae (Ashm.. ) • About 
Dine times natural size. 
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Figure 49. The adult of ItoRJ.ectus conquisitor (SB\V') and 
.Ancylis com:ptmia fragariae pupal. case. About D:l.ne times natural size. 
Figure 50. The adul.t ot Pim,pla aequaJ.is Prov. and Ancylis 
compt;ana fragariae pupal case. About nine times natural size. 
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Macrocentrus pe.Uisteri Degant 
This hymenopterous species (Figure 51) was collected only in 
small numbers during one year ot this stucey-, 1957. 
Ascogaster mimetica Vier 
This pansite (Figure 52) was present in 1957, but only in 
small numbers. 
PerilagJus tul.viCOl"DUS Asbm. 
l2l 
This �opterous species (Figure 53) is a secondary parasite 
which parasitizes Temel.ucba cookii (Weed) , MLcrobracon gel.echiae 
(Asbm. ) and Goniozus ;p1a1;ynotae (Asbm. ),  all iDq)ortant l.eat roller 
parasites . 
Brachymeria ovata (Sa.y) 
!Jhis pansite (Figure 54) is also a sec0Dc1m7 parasite according 
to McConnell (1932) in his Ma'ey'land stuay. It vas collected onl.y once 
' 
from a l.eat roller pupal case duriJlg the period of study. 
Brach;ymeria bamma;r1 ( Cwf'd. ) 
�s parasite (Figure 55) was collected only once from a l.eat 
roller pupal case by the author. The conditions under which it emerged 
indicate that it too is probab� a secondary parasite. 
Parasites ot Other Species in the CoJDjPlex 
McConnell (1932) records Microgaster epagoges Gahan (Viponiclae) 
as a parasite ot S;pa;t:ganothis sul.:turean8 Clem. in Maryl.and. 1hompson 
Figure 51. !!he adult and eocoon of Macrocentrus pal.listeri 
Degant .  About nine times natural. size. 
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Figure 52. The adult and cocoon of Ascogaster mimetica Vier. 
About nine times natural size . 
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Figure 53· The adult ot Perilampus tul.vicornus .Asbm. and 
Ancylis comptana i"ragariae pupal. case. About nine times natural. size. 
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Figure 54. The adult of Bracbymeria ovata (Sa;y) . About nine 
times natural size . 
Figure 55 . 1he adult of Bracbme.ria hammari ( CW:f'd. ) • About 
nine times natural size. 
lZ[ 
.(1.947) lists Goniozus platynotae Ashm. as a parasite of this species . 
Beckwith (1938) lists the follOWing parasites of this species in Nev 
Jersey: two dipterous species, Nemorilla floral.is (Fall. ) and Anachae­
topsis tortricis Coq. ; six bymenopterous parasites, Meteorus tra.cby­
notus Vier . ,  Microbracon mellitor 8&¥. , Microbracon geJ.echiae Ashm. , 
Sympiesis ancyl.ae Gir. ,  Onchophanes atriceps Ashm. , and A!lgi tia E!,!­
neri valis Vier .  
Schaffner (1.959) lists the follOWing parasites of .Archips 
rosace8Da (Barr. ) ,  the oblique-banded l.eaf roller:  two species of 
Diptera, Nem.orilla fl.oraJ.is (Fall. )  and Phorocera erecta Coq. ;  three 
species of Hymenoptera, Apechthis ontario (Cress . ) ; GJ.ypta siigPl.ici;pes 
Cress. ,  and Macrocentrus iridescens French. IJ.his same author lists 
the follOWing parasites of .Archips argyrospi1a (Wlk. ),  the fruit tree 
l.eaf roller: three species of Diptera, Nemorilla f1oral.is (Fall. )  
Phorocera erecta Coq. ,  and Pbeyxe vulgaris (Fall. ) ; Exochus pallipes 
Cress . , the Ollly species of Hymenoptera. 
Summerland and Ham:Uton (1954) list the dipterous parasite 
Anachaetopsis tortrices ( Coq. ) as being reared from Platl!lota fl.avedana 
Clem. Thompson (1946) found GODiozus platynotae Ashm. to be a para­
site of this species of l.eaf roller. 
Percentage of Parasitism 
The percentage of parasitism is summarized by years and presented 
in a ba:r graph (Figure 56) . The number of leaf roller larvae para­
sitized by 8rJY one species is never very great. However, observations 
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Figure 56. Percentage of parasitism for each of the four 
years of study. 
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indicate that the total parasitism by aJJ. parasites aids greatly in 
helping to keep the l.eaf rollers in check. 
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!!he percentage of pa;rasi tism was greater for the years 1.956 and 
l.957 than for 1.958 and l.959. The number of l.eaf roller l.arvae active 
in the field was also greater in 1.956 and l.957. 
Diseases 
Summerl.and and Ham:Uton (l.954) reported that the J.arvae of 
Pl.atplota f'l.avedalla are attacked by a virus resul.tillg in a disease 
known as granul.osis, and that this virus is coiiiiiiOD. in red .. banded l.eaf 
roller l.a.rvae throughout southern Indiana. Sibol.d (1.950) reported 
the granul.osis virus from the red .. banded l.eaf roller in Virginia. 
During the period of this study none of the species in the 
compl.ex were attacked by a pathogen. However, SZlY tuture studies DIS¥ 
reveal the presence of pathogenic organisms in Tennessee . 
Predators 
Fink (1.932) reported observing two bugs, Nabis ferus L. and 
Podisus macul.iventris S�, and a beetl.e Casnonia ;pennsyl.vanica L. , 
feeding on Ancyl.is-com;ptana fregariae .larvae .  Knowl.ton and Allen 
(1.937) observed an unidentified species of spider attacldng a young 
l.arva of Archips rosaceana. n.trtng the author 1 s four years of observa­
tion, spiders that had attacked l.eaf roller J.arvae were seen in the 
fiel.d but never identified. A wasp ot the genus Pol.istes was observed 
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attacld.ng a �eaf roller larva on a farm in Hilox County in 1958. The 
wasp was not collected so species identification was not possible. 
IlmECTICIDAL CON.CROL EOCPERIMENTS 
Insecticide Test Number 1 
An insecticide test was applied to a Winter Garden strawberry 
planting at Decatur, Tennessee on Me¥ 14, 1957. 
Each of the treatments was replicated five times in randomized 
plots. Plot size was two rows, each twenty feet in length, making a 
total of forty feet of row per plot. The materials, Table XXI, were 
sprqed on the foliage to a run-off o 
Counts on Mq 21, 1957, Table XXII, show some reduction of leaf 
roller larvae in the toxaphene and maJ.athion sprqed plots . However, 
the greatest reduction at this time was in the DD1' and rhothane sprqed 
plots. Observations made at the same time as these counts were made 
revealed some rolled leaves, but vi th an absence of larvae on treated 
plots.  These observations possibly indicate some additional control 
of larvae in rolled leaves as a result of insecticide treatment. .All 
rolled leaves �e removed after the seven dq counts were made so as 
to not influence the tw-week post treatment counts. 
Counts on Mq 30, 1957 Table XXIII, show that the number of 
living larvae in the TDE treated plots had been reduced to zero. How­
ever, the number of living larvae in the check had greatly decreased 
due to the removal. of folded leaves after the Ma¥ 21, 1957 counts o 
Counts made on June 5, 1957, Table XXIV, shoved considerable 
TABLE XXI 
INSECTICIDE5 USED AND RATES OF APPLICATION IN TESTS 
CONWCTED AT DECATUR, TENNESSEE 
Treatment Number Name of Material Actual Per Acre 
J. Untreated Check 
2 Toxaphene 2 l.bs. 
3 DI1.I! J. l.b .  
4 Malathion l J.b . 
5 Rothane ( TDE) J. l.b .  
l.32 
TABLE XXII 
COUNTS OF FOLDED LFAVFB COlfl!AINING LIVIRl LARVAE SEVEN 
DAIS AFTER APPLICATION OF INSECTICIDES 1 
DEmTUR TREATMENTS 
Treatments 
Replications J. 2 3 q: 
A 8 6 2 5 
B l.2 3 2 J. 
c 7 3 2 J. 
D J.O 5 2 l.2 
E 9 3 J. l. 
Total 20 9 20 
L.S .D. at 5cf, J.evel. 13 
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5 
2 
0 
J. 
2 
6 
l.2 
TABLE XXIII 
COUifl'S OF FOLDED LEAVES COlfl'AINING LIVING LARVAE 
FOURTEEN DAm AFrER APPLICATION OF 
nmECTICIDES, DECMUR � 
Treatments 
Replications l. 2 3 
A 5 l. l. 
B l.O l. 2 
c 2 l. 0 
D 0 0 l. 
E 0 0 0 
Total. J.7 3 4 
L.S .D. at 5� J.evel. 8.7  
4 5 
l. 0 
3 0 
2 0 
l. 0 
0 0 
7 0 
TABLE XXIV 
COUNTS OF FOLDED LEAVES CONT.AINim LIVIKl LARVAE 
TWENTY-ONE DAIS AFrER APPLICATION OF 
INSECTICIDES, DECATUR TREATMENTS 
!lreatment 
Repl.ications 1 2 3 
A 10 2 3 
B 6 4 l 
c 14 0 7 
D 3 0 0 
E 4 1 3 
Total 37 7 14 
L.s. n. at 5� level u.4 
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4 5 
2 l 
1 2 
1 3 
1 0 
2 1 
7 7 
increase of folded leaves in all plots . However 1 after three weeks 1 
the number of folded leaves in treated plots when compared with the 
check showed some degree of control. 
Insecticide Test NUmber 2 
A second test was applied on the U. T .  .Agricul.tural Farm on 
September 231 1959· Eight treatments, Tabl.e XXV1 were employed in 
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this test. Each treatment was replicated siX times in randomized plots 
and each plot consisted of forty feet of four-foot rov. 
COunts were made onl.y' one time 1 on September 26, 1959. This was 
seventy-two hours after treatment. Guthion, TDE1 and Sevin aJ.l showed 
a high percentage of reduction of leaf roller larvae (Table XXVI) . 
However 1 Bacillus thuri.ngensis, a recent:cy developed biocide 1 did not 
show the reduction it had shown in leaf roller control. tests at other 
locations. Some of the results from the use of Bacillus in 1959 were 
erratic all over the United States . This condition was thought to 
result from inconsistent formulation between batches of the material 
by companies preparing their biocide for distribution. statistical 
anal.yses of these data show that all materials used gave a significant 
reduction in the leaf roller numbers aver counts from the check plot. 
TABLE XXV 
INSECTICIDES USED AND RATES OF APPLICATION IN TESTS 
CONmCTED AT THE UNIVERSITY OF TE:NNESSEE 
EXPERIMENTAL FARM 
Treatment Number Nome of Material Actual Per Al::re 
� Untreated Check 
2 Guthion 6 ounces 
3 Rothane ( TDE) � �b. 
4 nm � lb .  
5 Toxaphene 2 lbs .  
6 Sevin l lb .  
7 �odan l lb.  
8 Bacillus th. 3 lbs .  
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TABLE XXVI 
COUNTS OF LIVING LARVAE SEVENTY-TWO HOURS AFmR 
APPLICATION OF IliSECTICIDES, tmiVERSITY 
OF TENNESSEE EXPERIMENTAL FARM 
Replication 
Treatment A B c D E F 
1 162 202 197 300 210 26o 1131 
2 58 26 22 20 5 4 135 
3 54 22 8 22 26 16 148 
4 116 78 90 98 68 1,6 496 
5 108 182 72 ll2 122 56 652 
6 5 16 10 8 6 8 53 
7 85 59 42 24 48 26 284 
8 70 ll4 218 11J6 134 20 702 
L.S.D. at 5f, level 4.8 
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;; K:lll 
90 
89 
63 
50 
96 
79 
47 
DISCUSSION 
Sporadic outbreaks of l.eaf ro.U.er l.arvae in Tennessee cause 
considerabl.e damage to strawberries . Such outbreaks occurred in 1.955 
and 1.956. Lack of a clear understanding of the number of species 
responsibl.e, life history data, and the approaches to control. (chemical 
and natural) resulted in poor control. methods . 
After intensive callection, stu� of collected material, review 
of l.iterature, and exchange of pinned specimens with l.eat roller 
authorities in other states, I concluded that there are el.even species 
and subspecies of l.eaf rollers present in Tennessee. These basic 
steps, 'Which showed that more than one species were invol. ved, did not 
clarify the probl.em but cmJ.y intensified the need for a more compre­
hensive study. 
Mlrphol.ogical studies of the el.even species present were under­
taken. These studies made possible the derivation of keys far identi­
fication of larvae and adults .  The key' to the adlllts was constructed 
in a manner that woul.d allow growers or consulting county agents and 
extension personnel. to make fiel.d identifications . The key to the 
l.arvae can be used effectively cmJ.y by persons having some knowledge 
of l.epidopterous l.a.rval taxon� and those with access to a microscope 
or other means of magn1 fication. 
A st� of the basic biology of the three more important leaf 
rollers in the compl.ex was undertaken in order to observe and SUJIIIDB.rize 
their l.ife histories in Teimessee. In conjunction with the basic 
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biological study of these three forms, biological observations were 
recorded concerning the remajn1ng eight species in the Tennessee Com­
plex . Information gained through laboratory rearing and field study 
was summarized for the three selected leaf rollers in terms of de­
scription of stages and seasonal cycles , and life history charts .  
Pertinent biological data on the other eight species showed the 
importance of their status in the overall complex. Such information 
permits the grower to know when damaging leaf rollers might be present 
in his planting as well as the stage of their development . 
An intensive study of leaf roller parasites was carried out 
during the entire four years of study. Insect parasites of leaf 
rollers in the complex were collected, isolated for rearing, and 
submitted to a specialist at the end of each year for identification . 
Fifteen species of parasites were found in Tennessee, all hymenopterous 
species but one , a dipterous parasite . 
considerable amount of natural control . 
These parasites exert a 
The number of species of leaf 
roller parasites and the number within one species increase as the 
leaf roller population builds up (Figure 56) . The level of the 
parasite population was highest in 1957 · A subsequent leaf roller 
decrease occurred in 1958 and 1959. All late summer and early fall 
field collections had a greater percentage of parasitized leaf roller 
larvae than early season collections . In view of the number of species 
of parasites present and the observed percentage of parasitism, it 
is the author 1 s contention that this is an important contributing 
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factor in l.eat' roller suppression late in the strawberry growing 
season. When l.eat' roller build-up occurred early in the season (prior 
to pickiDg) , insecticidal. control was often necessary. This situation 
occurred in a Winter Garden planting at Decatur, Tennessee in MBiv of 
1957 · 
Insecticidal control tests were initiated in an effort to find 
the best insecticide or insecticides that could be recommended. Sevin, 
Guthion, and Rb.othane ( TDE) , in that order, yiel.ded the best results . 
However, all materieJ.s used were adequate to good. A bacterium, 
Bacillus thuringiensis was used in the insecticide test at Decatur, 
Tennessee. This biocide being host-specific for certain lepidopterous 
larvae probably would not destroy-the population of hymenopterous leat' 
roller parasites present. However, resulting leat' roller kill 
indicates a need for further testing before this materia.l can be 
recommended. Leat' roller larvae are easily controlled with recommended 
insecticides. The question of what materia.l to use is not as important 
as determ1 n1 ng whether insecticidal. control is necessary, except in 
the event of a leat' roller build-up prior to harvest. Unwarranted use 
of insecticides could, through destruction of parasites, cause a mare 
severe leat' roller outbreak the following year or years . 
!!he author has intended to shov through this discussion the 
importance of: (1) recognizing the species involved (2) a lmowledge 
of their basic biology in relation to recognizing a detrimental. 
increase in numbers, and (3) not being hasty to apply chemica.l control 
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but to be on the a.lert for a possible effective parasite build-up. 
This study can hel.p Tennessee growers understand end success:rul.ly 
meet future leaf' roller outbreaks on strawberries or other fru1 t crops . 
�e keys and morphological. descriptions of life stages can aid persons 
world.Dg w1 th leaf' roller problems in other sections of the country. 
SUMMARY AND CONCWSIONB 
This study w.s undertaken in order to learn the basic biology 
of the strawberry leaf roller Ancylis com,ptana tragariae in Tennessee. 
Shortly after initiation of the st� 1 it was found that not one, but 
several forms of leaf roller larvae were involved in the damage being 
done to strawberries. The study was therefore broadened to include 
the entire complex of leaf roller species and subspecies which inf'lict 
damage to strawberries and sometimes to other host plants in 
Tennessee. Three of the eleven forms mak1 ng up the complex were 
selected as being most important because of their abundance and the 
amount of damage done by them. These three leaf rollers were Ancylis 
comptana fragariae, Ptycholoma peritana, and Olethreutes cespitana. 
The basic biology of each species was thor� investigated, and 
the results are recorded herein. Pertinent biological facts concerning 
the other eight species discovered during the course of this study 
are likewise presented. 
The systematics of all eleven species and subspecies was 
investigated, and keys were prepared to fill the need for easier 
identification of these leaf rollers in Tennessee . 
Control measures, both chemical and natural, were studied. It 
was learned that several insecticides could be applied w:L th successful 
results. However, it is the opinion of the author that insecticides 
tor leaf roller control should be applied only when an infestation is 
extremely heavy prior to pick1ng, since, under normal. conditions, 
observations indicate that an infestation is checked sufficiently 
by parasite action . 
Some of the principal. results of this study are as follows : 
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1. In the Tennessee Leaf Roller Complex there are eleven 
species and subspecies 'Which are , in the order of their predominance, 
Ancy:Lis com:ptana fragariae , Ptycholoma peritana., Olethreutes cespitana., 
5parganothis sulfureana, Choristoneura rosaceana, P:Latynota f:Lavedana., 
Tortrix pal.:Lorana., Argyrotaenia velutinana, Archips argyrospiJ.a, 
Ancy:Lis muricana., and Pholonia angustana.. 
2.  A pictoriaJ. key t o  the :Leaf roller larvae based on charac­
teristics of the anaJ. comb was originated. 
3 · A key to the adults was originated that will make field 
identification possib:Le . 
4. The basic biol.ogy of three forms (Ancylis cosPtana. fragariae, 
Ptycho:Loma peritana, and Olethreutes cespitana) was elucidated for 
Tennessee . BiologicaJ. notes on the other eight species in the compl.ex 
were recorded. 
5 . Ancy:Lis com,ptana fragariae has four broods annuaJ.ly and over­
winters in the :Larval. stage . Ptycho:Loma peritana has three broods 
annua.lly and overwinters as a larva. O:Lethreutes cespitana has four 
broods annuaJ.ly and overwinters in the :Larval. stage . 
6.  Fifteen species of parasites of Ancyl.is cosPtana. fragariae 
were reared from field collected host :Larvae . Some of these parasites 
attack other J.eaf roller species in the compJ.ex. 
1· Several. insecticides, bath cbJ.orinated �ocarbons and 
organophosphorous compounds, gave a significant reduction of J.ea.t' roller 
J.arvae in fieJ.d tests conducted as a part of this study. 
8. It is the author ' s  contention based on observation that 
insecticidal. controJ. shoul.d be initiated on:cy as an absoJ.ute necessity. 
Under normal conditions, lea.t' roller parasites will probab.J.¥ check 
an incipient outbreak or great.J.¥ suppress an actual. outbreak. 
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